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Marin M. I., Bochkova A. A.
Methodical Approach to Estimating Value Orientations 

of Leaders of Internal A#airs Agencies

The article explains the need to examine value orientations of the leaders of the Inter-
nal A"airs Agencies as a signi#cant component of the regulation of their service activity, 
since the number of crimes, violations of discipline and legality among police personnel 
remains at a fairly high level. A technique for estimating value orientations of internal af-
fairs o!cers is described. Leaders of services and units of the Internal A"airs Agencies were 
the object of the investigation. The study involved 321 people. The sample was divided 
into two groups with the help of the expert technique (“Monitoring” program): leaders 
who are disposed and indisposed to violation of legal, moral and ethical norms of o!cial 
behaviour.

The results of studies showing characteristic features in the structures of value orienta-
tions of employees disposed and indisposed to illegal behaviour are shown. It is concluded 
that the structure of value orientations in$uences on forming the psychological mecha-
nism of a possible illegal behaviour among the leaders of the Internal A"airs Agencies.

Keywords: internal a"airs o!cers, value orientations, psychosemantics, sense regula-
tion of activity.

In professional life of the employees of Internal A#airs Agencies the alteration of 
their legal conscience leads to the contempt of law, appropriation of corporate op-
portunities for lucrative purposes, neglecting rules of morality and ethics.

A considerable number of employees have been indicted for crimes in the sphere 
of exceeding o&cial authority, abuse of power and bribery. According to General 
Board of Personal Activity of Ministry of Internal A#airs in Russia the number of em-
ployees who committed the crimes outlined in article 285 (abuse of power) and article 
290 in the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (bribery) has decreased over the 
past %ve years. In 2001 the total number of these employees was 960, of which 620 
committed crimes under articles 290, 340 – under article 285 in the Criminal Code 
of the Russian Federation. The question of preventing the crimes, committed by the 
employees of Internal A#airs Agencies, continues to be relevant, as despite some posi-
tive dynamics we should consider the harmfulness of these crimes as the policemen 
are responsible for observing the law. This question acquired particular importance in 
view of ongoing reformation of Russian Ministry of Internal A#airs. If this issue contin-

PSYCHOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT AND ACMEOLOGISTS
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ues to thrive, all the e#orts to form a new image of Russian police and to raise the soci-
ety’s con%dence in law-enforcement agencies will be kept to a minimum [4, p. 52–55].

In connection with the above matter the results of studying peculiarities of police-
men’s legal consciousness are of speci%c interest. The results of the studies revealing 
axiological determinants that govern personality’s orientation and character can pos-
sibly help to clarify the reasons for policemen’s illegal behavior and develop the meth-
odologies for its early diagnostics, forecasting and preventative measures [13, 14, 15].

In legal psychology  the term of legal consciousness involves the spheres of so-
cial, group and individual consciousness that “re$ect legal reality in the form of legal 
knowledge, evaluative attitude towards the law and practice in its application, legal 
adjustment and value orientations that regulate a person’s behavior in legally valid 
situations” [3, p. 243].

As a rule, the main values of personality are characterized by high level of aware-
ness, they are re$ected in one’s consciousness by means of value orientations and are 
the determining factor for regulating social interrelations and employees’ behavior. 
K. Kluckhohn characterizes values as an aspect of motivation, correlated to the vari-
ous structures [12, p. 388–433]. Values of personality, being a complicated hierarchical 
system lie in the place of motivational-demanding sphere of personality and world 
outlook structures of consciousness. These values ful%l functions of the regulator of a 
person’s activity and become reference points in one’s life, the factor that makes sense.

Values of personality are seen as “the main components of a person’s internal 
world that are peculiar only to this person, they arise from his or her unique personal 
experience and re$ect his or her attitude to the latter” [6, p. 144].

A lot of scientists (e.g. Artemieva E.Y., Petrenko V.F., Shmelev A.G. etc) investigated 
the notional regulation of performance (psychology of subjective psycho-semantics. 
According to Artemieva “the meaning of an object to the subject is a trace of pragmat-
ic prehistory of their interrelation that is %xed in the subject’s attitude to the object” [1, 
p. 29]. In her research work Artemieva showed that in the process of object evaluation 
it is the semantic code that plays the crucial role, because there is undi#erentiated 
integral semantic evaluation in its essence, but not perceptional characteristics. She 
showed that “a person’s evaluation of objects in the context of loose speci%cations 
is held not in the modal, but in the semantic code that is the same for di#erent mo-
dalities” [1, p. 78]. The semantic code means a set of estimations of on-scale semantic 
di#erential that was used by Artemieva in her examination. Nowadays this direction 
of research is based at the interface of psycho-semantics and the theory of world-
pattern, developed by Leontiev.

The following research aims at studying value orientations of employees of In-
ternal A#airs Agencies who occupy managerial positions. It also studies the notional 
regulation of their o&cial activities for the bene%t of initial revelation of marks of em-
ployees’ o#ending behavior, including corruptive orientation.
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Procedure of research
321 chiefs of service and heads of regional Internal A#airs Agencies took part in 

the research [2, p. 43]. In order to reveal the marks of employees’ o#ending behavior, 
including corruptive orientation, thus to de%ne people who have negative status in 
reference to the selected criteria for evaluating the inclination to the commission of 
crimes we used the method of scienti%c assessment, implemented on the basis of the 

“Monitoring” program [8].
The method of the expert evaluation with the use of the “Monitoring” program is 

based on the system of interpersonal choice done by the employees. It is implement-
ed on the ground of axiological and active character of their interpersonal relations. 
The issues used in “Monitoring” are chosen with reference to the speci%c character of 
mid-level executives’ work as “the chief of the agency is the bearer of common values 
and aims, personifying them by his actions” [9, p.152].

In the course of expert poll we elicited “leaders” in collectives according to their 
evaluative attitude, to their readiness to cognize the existing rules of conduct at work; 
to the case law which means to what extent they are ready to follow the existing rules 
of conduct at work; to legal attitudes and value orientations that point to the total 
level of employees’ readiness to act within the limits of law principles, scrupulous and 
exemplary way of their abidance at work.

Thus, relying on the results of the expert poll and using the “Monitoring” program 
we made the ranking of the chiefs who participated in our research according to the 
level of their individual sense of justice, the numerical values of which could go from 
0 to 1.

The “Monitoring” program was made in FoxPro 2.5 for Windows and represents 
several databases and the procedures of processing and graphical interpretation of 
test results. The modi%cation of the text proposed relies on the clustering of the diag-
nostic results [5, p.87–88].

In order to study the peculiarities of value orientations of mid-level executives of 
Internal A#airs Agencies who participated in the research we used the test of value 
orientations by Rokich M. [10, p.25–29] and colour test of relationship (CTR) by Etkind 
[11, 221–227], modi%ed in terms of research objectives.

The colour test by Etkins is based on the procedure of indirect scaling the objects 
by means of comparing the colour, attributed to these objects, with the placing of this 
colour in the range by preference of an octave of colours of Lushar’s procedure. The 
suggested methods are characterized by a number of peculiarities and advantages: 
the introduction of a value is ranked indirectly through colour preferences; percep-
tional characteristics are not crucial; the notions de%ned by the same colour have sub-
jective criteria of emotional proximity and similarity of semantic code; the methods 
de%ne the attitude towards the values presented, the structure of value orientations 
and motivation of activity.
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As a part of the study 15 values were presented to the participants who ranked 
these values on the analogy of CTR according to their preferences out of the octave of 
colours of Lushar’s procedure. (indirect ranking):

1. Self dependence in decision making.
2. Well-being
3. Self control (self-restraint, self discipline)
4. Irreconcilability towards substandard work
5. Adherence to principles
6. Ability to focus on maintenance of moral values
7. Applying of one’s powers and authority
8. Exigence towards employees
9. Work e&ciency
10. Duty performance
11. Sincerity in expressing one’s views and opinions
12. Consideration for employees’ interests
13. Career development
14. Innovation
15. Cautiousness and deliberateness in making decisions.

The experimental data received was worked up with the help of cluster analysis 
(hierarchical agglomerative method). The classi%cation was made using successive 
merging of objects into groups (clusters) that turned out to be hierarchically orga-
nized. This method has let us examine semantic connection of the notions and the 
executives’ attitude to them [7, p.132].

The notions used in each of the groups form sense connections and their study 
lets us see the inner structure of orientations that executives of Internal A#airs Agen-
cies have.

Findings
On the basis of the research results we can divide mid-level executives of Internal 

A#airs Agencies into groups with high and low level of statuses in collective in refer-
ence to the marks “axiological reference to law” and “practice in the application of law 
principles”. The executives who got negative marks in terms of “axiological reference 
to law” have the same level of marks in terms of “practice in the application of law 
principles”. These two categories of marks (axiological reference and practice in the 
application) don’t have quantitative and qualitative di#erences in terms of the execu-
tives ingressed.

Thus, having used the practice of expert evaluation, implemented on the basis of 
the “Monitoring” program, we de%ned two groups of executives, who are willing and 
unwilling to violate legal and moral rules of legal behavior. The results of processing 
the values with the help of cluster analysis were introduced in the form of two struc-
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tures (trees) of classi%cation, relevant to the %rst and second groups of executives. We 
gave informative interpretation to the obtained hierarchical structures.

Pic. 1. The results of clusterizationof employees of the %rst group

In the %rst group of employees who are loath to illegal behavior (picture 1) the 
concept of “work e"ciency” has notional association with the concept of “sincerity 
in expressing one’s views and opinions”. This fact proves the importance of open-
ness and con%dence in the process of o&cial activities. The e&ciency of management 
activity undoubtedly depends on sincere attitude towards one’s duties, the openness 
to the subordinates, clearness, absence of “double standards” in assigning the tasks to 
the subordinates.

The concept of well-being has notional association with the concept of “consid-
eration for employees’ interests” and is similar in sense to the concept of “work ef-
#ciency”. It proves that in terms of their connotative (emotionally associative) mean-
ing the notions of well-being and e&ciency of management activity are in the same 
semantic %eld, they’re connected and they complement each other.

The concepts “work e"ciency”, “consideration for employees’ interests”, “sin-
cerity in expressing one’s views and opinions” and “well-being” in the participants’ 
consciousness bear semantic adjacency with such positive notions as “exigence to-
wards employees” and “duty performance”.

The concept of well-being doesn’t show notional associations as it demonstrates 
low level of similarity with concepts of “innovation”, “cautiousness and deliberate-
ness in making decisions”, “career development”, “irreconcilability towards sub-
standard work”, and “ability to focus on maintenance of moral values”.
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In this group of executives, all the concepts are gradually uniting in one common 
semantic %eld that has emotional-semantic spectrum of relationships. This emotional 
component is proved by a lower level of values similarity, where the concepts directly 
included in the working sphere of the participants, are united.

Thus we can conclude that the executives of this group acknowledge the present-
ed values in their own value system and follow them in everyday work.

According to picture 2 that shows the marks of value orientations of the executive 
inclined to committing crimes we can see the uni%cation of the concepts of “self con-
trol” and “cautiousness and deliberateness in making decisions” in one common 
semantic %eld in the participants’ consciousness. The notional uni%cation of these val-
ues may show the high level of controlling one’s behavior and emotional responses, 
apprehension and accuracy of each managerial action.

The concepts of “ability to focus on maintenance of moral values” and “inno-
vation” also showed high level adjacency.

Pic. 2. The results of clusterization of employees of the second group

The semantic adjacency of these values can be explained by the fact that in Inter-
nal A#airs Agencies the issues of employees’ morality has been given much attention 
so far. That issues is quite original for most of executives and it couldn’t be found in 
their value systems. Values by their nature are undoubtedly quite stable out-of-situ-
ational formations. Day-to-day realities make most executives look for new ways and 
means in achieving the targeted results, adjust to the situation taking into account 
their social status, which can’t provoke a quick change of value orientations.
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For the participants of this group the concept of “well-being” isn’t included in the same 
notional area with the concepts of “work e"ciency”, “irreconcilability towards substan-
dard work”, “exigence towards employees” and also “career development” and “sin-
cerity in expressing one’s views and opinions”. Public responding to the questions of 
%nancial nature even using the procedure of indirect scaling the objects by means of colour 
preference produces the natural protective response as well as the reaction to the ques-
tion about the e&ciency of managerial activity. This can prove that the mentioned values, 
though being declared as paramount are not among the main positive personal values.

This category of executives, declaring top examples of low-abiding behavior, fo-
cusing others on moral criteria in professional activity don’t adhere to these value ori-
entation to the full extent. Thus, they demonstrate $exibility in their actions, declare 
socially-desirable values, proper behavior samples, adjusting to the situation in the 
optimum way that indicate the presence of “double standards”.

Therefore the peculiarities in structures of value orientations of the studied groups 
give evidence of di#erent patterns in notional constructs of the employees, who are 
willing and unwilling to commit crimes. The executives of the %rst group showed the 
same semantic %eld in value system of the concepts of “work e&ciency” and “well-being”, 
whereas the executives of the second group have these notions in di#erent semantic 
areas, entertaining the possibility of illegal behavior regarding their o&cial duties, focus-
ing on %nancial bene%t.

We can presuppose that the structure of value system in the second group forms 
psychological mechanism of possible illegal behavior among executives, that allows 
them to seek new opportunities to reach their aims and simultaneously make delib-
erate and cautious decisions, declare high-level examples of legal behavior and ad-
here to $exible, unstable system of “double standards”. This category of executives is 
notable for rationality in situation analysis, precision in taking thoroughly deliberate 
decisions; variability in behavior depending on the current situation and self interest.

Consequently, the results of clusterization of experimental %ndings in two groups 
of executives revealed qualitative di#erences in notional relationships between the 
concepts. The %rst group is characterized by unambiguity of understanding and ac-
cepting legal standards in their own system of values; legal standards and personal 
values form a common semantic %eld, where personal activity is carried out within 
the limits established by law. The second group is characterized by more di#erenti-
ated attitude towards observance of standards, complex emotional-semantic attitude 
towards legal standards, where the importance of %nancial factor and opportunities 
provided by social status become priority.

This methodological approach can be used both for analyzing personal value system of 
the executives and de%ning the main direction of values of a particular collective, prompt-
ing to distinguish risk groups and open up new opportunities of early prediction and ef-
%cient prevention of illegal behavior among the employees of Internal A#airs Agencies.
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Dzhaneryan S. T., Panina E. A.
The Cognitive Component of the Competitive Strategy of Waiters

The article deals with the results of the study of a cognitive component of the com-
petitive strategy of waiters. 120 Rostov-on-Don waiters were the object of the research. 
The authors introduce empirically distinguished types of the competitive strategies of 
waiters (adaptive-sel#sh, “professional-career plateau”, innovative, situational), and also 
the main purposes of the competition of waiters (quality of activity, reliability of activity, 
salary, tip, leadership, a better place of employment, and demonstration of an individual 
style of activity). The multi-component structure of the competitive strategy is considered. 
The content of the operational component of the competitive strategy of waiters is de#ned. 
The in$uence of certain dimensions of the Self-Concept (Real Self, Ideal Self, Re$ected Self) 
of waiters, men and women, on the content of the cognitive component of every types of 
their competitive strategy is empirically proved.

Keywords: competitive strategy, waiters, cognitive component, dimensions of Self-
Concept.

The speci%c weight of the catering sector as a sphereof employment becomes more 
and more of a priority. Business-analysts treat the restaurant sphere as one of the most 
gainful for investments. Over the last 5 years, the number of café and fast-food restau-
rants has especially increased, which has generated the need for new personnel for work-
ing with guests. Modern restaurants of a classical style of service realize new forms of 
self-presentation which are re$ected not only in the name (gastropubs, dinner rooms, 
co#ee houses, etc.), but also in a unique concept. Respectively, the competition between 
restaurants of the same segment has increased. The waiter is a “face” of the restaurant and, 
therefore, a subject of the competitive strategy of the restaurant and a subject of own 
competitive strategy which is developed in relation to the socio-professionalcommunity.

Studying the professional activity of waiters was boiled down to the consideration 
of their psychological features [2], interrelation of burning out and passion for activity [6], 
professional selection in the sphere of service [10], criteria of the e&ciency of a “person-
person” profession [3, 12]. However, psychological features of the waiter as a bearer of 
own competitive strategy have never been a subject of the psychological analysis before.

Researches of the competitive strategy (of the enterprise, %rm, restaurant, goods 
and so forth) were generally carried out ineconomic science by foreign [1, 7, 12, etc.] 
and native authors [8, 9, 15, etc.]. The results of our analysis of these researches have 
enabled us to de%ne the competitive strategy of the personin his/her professional 
activity, to establish the structure of the strategy, to designate its types [5].

We treat the “competitive strategy” (CS) of the person in professional activity as 
a process and result of his/her motivated, purposeful activity providing advantages 
in his/her professional activity on the basis of the person’s ideas of self, subject and 
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activity requirements. As it was shown [5], the purposes of waiters’ competition are 
directed on achievement of the reliability of activity, material bene%ts (salary, gratu-
ity), leadership establishment, demonstration of an individual style of activity (service 
of guests) and searching better place of employment. In our previous study [5] of the 
dominating purpose of competition we have established types of the competitive 
strategy of waiters: adaptive-sel%sh(demonstration of an individual style of service), 

“professional-career plateau” (material bene%ts), innovative (leadership) and situ-
ational (leadership and searching a new place of employment).The adaptive-sel%sh 
strategy assumes that the subject of competition ful%lls the minimum requirements 
of activity, showing the individual style of service “without e#ort”. Subjects of compe-
tition with the “professional-career plateau” strategy are focused on the maintenance 
of the already existing material level by serving regular guests.By means of the inno-
vative strategy subjects of the competition realize the most e#ective ways of service 
for strengthening leadership. The situational strategy is inherent in those subjects of 
competition who use any CS depending on a situation, mainly aiming at the achieve-
ment of leadership along with searching better place of employment [5].

The CS has a complex structure. It includes motivational-goal, cognitive and op-
erational components.

The motivational-goal component causing the sense of competition and ways of 
its realization by the subjectis re$ected in the content of purposes of competition en-
tailing a corresponding motive: demonstration of an individual style of serving guests, 
salary, superiority in interpersonal relations, gratuity, searching a new place of em-
ployment, responsibility and reliability in performance of own duties. Features of the 
CS types of waiters and also the content of the motivational-goal component of each 
of the types are dealt with in more detail in our previous study [5].

The CS operational component includes both purposeful actions and readiness to 
them, which are necessary for achievement of goals of competition in activity.

The CS cognitive component includes ideas of self as of a waiter, the speci%cs of 
the object of activity (the restaurant guest) and of features of the socio-professional 
community (the head, colleagues). The cognitive component plays an important role 
in creation of the strategy, providing the subject with necessary information about 
his/her own possibilities, features of competitors and guests.

It is obvious that estimates and the subject’s ideas of the head, colleagues, the 
guest, self in professional activity, on the one hand, are connected with the competi-
tion purposes, and, on the other hand, are in$uenced by the self-concept of the per-
son which generalizes the person’s knowledge of self in various situations of activity 
and communication and which is a peculiar %lter for perception and interpretation 
of any information, and also aregulator of interaction with the professional commu-
nity in the professional activity. By relying on the data on the conditionality of the 
contentof the self-concept of subjects by their professional-career belonging and sex 
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[4, 13], the speci%ed communications should be studied taking into account sexual 
di#erentiation of subjects.

In the context of our research the most important measurements of the self-concept 
of the subject, which in$uence his/her estimates and ideas of professional community, 
are measurements of real self, ideal self, re$ected self. These measurements, functionally 
di#ering by criteria of reality and a source of existence of the content re$ected in the 
self-concept, includeall the knowledge of the subject of self at the present time (real 
self ), of desirable but missing at the present moment traits (ideal self ), and also ideas of 
the subject concerning perception and estimates of his/her own characteristics by other 
people (re$ected self ). At the same time the content of the cognitive component of the 
competitive strategy as well as the in$uence of features of the self-concept on it is insuf-
%ciently studied. It is a precondition for their inclusion in independent psychological 
studying in relation to waiters – representatives of the service sphere.

The research purposeis ascertainment of the content of the cognitive compo-
nent of each of the types of the competitive strategy of male and female waiters. 120 
waiters (83 women, 37 men) working at restaurants, cafe, bars and clubs of Rostov-on-
Donwere the research object. Research methods were the following: testing (tech-
niques: “Diagnostics of Interpersonal Relations” by T. Leary, “Who am I?”by M. Kuhn), 
methods of nonparametric statistics (Friedman and Wilcoxon’s criteria, Spearman’s 
correlation coe&cient (r)), multiplelinear regression analysis (R2). When studying the 
content of measurements of the self-concept (real self, ideal self, re$ected self ) and in 
result of the content analysis of self-descriptions (M. Kuhn’s technique “Who am I?”) 
according to the speci%city of these measurements we have calculated the relative 
frequency of occurrence of the categories re$ecting expressional (steady charactero-
logic traits and mental states), intentional (intentions, purposes, plans, dreams, etc.), 
tool (knowledge, abilities, skills, competences), and status (role positions and status) 
traits of the subject which he/she correlates with the social environment, vital circum-
stances, professional sphere [4].

Let’s note that irrespective of the CS type waiters generally estimate guests as 
friendly, colleagues as sel%sh, the head as authoritarian, and self as a friendly waiter, 
which re$ectsstereotypic attitudes of waiters, in our opinion. Therefore for each of the 
CS types and depending on sex of waiters we have preliminarily revealed those their 
estimates of the professional environment and self which were mostly interconnected 
with the purpose of the corresponding CS.

The analysis of the in$uence of certain measurements of the self-concept on one 
or another content of the CS cognitive component of waiterswas carried out on the 
basis of results of the regression analysis where a dependent variable was one or an-
other estimation bya waiter of the expressiveness of personal traits (according to T. 
Leary’s test) of the head, the colleague, of self as a waiter. Personal traits of the respon-
dent re$ected in one or another measurement of self-concept were independent vari-
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ables. If there was no signi%cant regression, the interrelation between the speci%ed 
variables was de%ned on the basis of the correlation analysis.

Let’s consider the content of the CS cognitive component in connection with wait-
ers’ sex and the CS type realized by them.

The adaptive-sel#shCS. Women’s estimates of the main purpose of the 
CS(demonstration of an individual style of service)are positively connected with es-
timates of their head as authoritarian. Estimates of the last are mainly in$uenced by 
women’s understanding of own tool lines in real self (R2=0,68, p<0,00014). In other 
words, women who highly realize existence of their own knowledge, skills, start up 
the competition for the purpose of demonstration of an individual style of service in 
relation to the head estimated as authoritative by them.

Unlike women, the leading purpose of the CSof men is not only demonstration 
of an individual style of activity, but also the reliability of activity. The %rst purpose is 
realized by men on condition of estimates of colleagues as altruistic. Estimates of the 
last are caused by men’s high consciousness of their own expressional traits in their 
real self (R2=0,59, p<0,002). The second purpose of the CS – reliability of activity – is 
realized by the men estimating themselves as sel%sh, independent, but thus poorly 
realizing own status in real self (R2=0,59, p<0,002). As a result, men who mainly realize 
own steady characterologic traits start upthe CS for the purpose of demonstration of 
an individual style of activity in relation to altruistic colleagues. The men poorly real-
izing their own status and estimating themselves as sel%sh, independent and compet-
ing, carry out the CS presenting the reliability of own activity.

Thus, waiters, realizing in this type of the CS the similar purpose of competition 
(demonstration of an individual style of service), show it in relation to the profes-
sional environment, but women – to the authoritative head, and men – to altruistic 
colleagues. Personal determinants of estimates of the professional environment are 
di#erent among women and men: women are characterized by a high consciousness 
of their own knowledge, abilities, skills (real self ), men are characterized by a high 
consciousness of their own steady characterologic traits (real self ).

The “professional and career plateau” CS. The leading purposes of competition among 
women are material bene%ts and leadership. Estimates of the main purpose of competi-
tion (material bene%ts) are positively connected with women’s estimates of colleagues 
as nonaggressive. By the results of the regression analysis it is established that these 
estimates are mainly in$uenced by intensional traits in re$ected self (R2=0,77, p<0,006).

As the competition purpose leadership is shown when women estimate the head as 
authoritative. The in$uence of certain measurements of the self-concept on estimates of 
the head is not established. Women of this strategy start up the CS with the purpose of 
becoming a leader, estimating colleagues as not competing and not rivaling and allow-
ing women to realize their aspirations. Another purpose (totake up a leading position) is 
started up by women in relation to the head estimated by them as authoritative.
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Men’s estimates of the main purpose of the CS(material bene%ts) are positively 
connected with estimates of colleagues as altruistic. By results of the regression analy-
sis it is established that these estimates are in$uenced by men’s understandingof their 
own life circumstances in their real self (R2=0,76, p<0,01). A men perfectly recognizing 
own life circumstances and highly appreciate readiness of colleagues to mutual aid, 
realize the CS for the purpose of maintenance of own material wellbeing.

Thus, both men and women of this CS having the similar purpose of competition 
(material bene%ts) show it in relation to colleagues whom women estimate as nonag-
gressive, and men, as altruistic. Leading personal determinants of these estimates are 
di#erent among women and men: women are characterized by consciousness of the 
fact that colleagues know about their aspirations; men are characterized by recogni-
tion of own life circumstances.

The innovative CS. Women’s estimates of the main purposes of the CS (leadership 
and gratuity) are positively connected with estimates of self as a suspicious and author-
itative waitress. From the results of the regression analysis it follows that women’s poor 
consciousness of value moments of future life in theirideal self (R2=0,65, p<0,004) in$u-
ences estimates of self as suspicious, connected with the leadership purpose of the CS. 
Estimates of self as authoritative, which are connected with such a purpose of the CS 
as gratuity are in$uenced by the expressed consciousness of women of the desirable 
social status in their ideal self (R2=0,78, p<0,05). Women start up competition for leader 
positions, estimating themselves as mistrustful and inclined to criticism, poorly realiz-
ing value bases of own future life. At the same time they realize their “right”of receiving 
gratuity, highly appreciating own persistence and highly realizing the desirable social 
status. Thus, in this type of the strategy, when women are focused on leadership, there 
is a paradoxical result: the purpose of competition is connected not with estimates of 
colleagues, but with the person’s appraisal of own professional traits which are inten-
sionally revealed as an excessive suspiciousness in professional activity. In our opinion, 
the established interrelation re$ects the critical attitude of the personality towards self 
as to an expert, a certain advancing of the professional by personality in the subject, 
having a weak relation tothe future desirable life circumstances.

Men’s leading purposes of the CS are demonstration of an individual style of activ-
ity, material bene%ts and leadership. The %rst purpose of competition is connected 
with the appraisal of self as a rebellious waiter, and the second and the third, with 
estimates of colleagues as unfriendly ones. From the results of the regression analysis 
it follows that estimates of self as rebellious are in$uenced by a high men’s recog-
nition of their social status in real self (R2=0,62, p<0,002). Estimates of colleagues as 
unfriendly are in$uenced by men’s low consciousness of the importance of surround-
ing people in their real self (R2=0,67, p<0,05). In other words, men show an individual 
style of service, estimating themselves free and independent, highly realizing own 
real social status. The men realizing the CS for the sake of keeping leader positions 
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and strengtheningmaterial wellbeing, estimating unfriendliness and unavailability of 
colleagues to cooperation, ignore the importance of the social environment.

Thus, having the purpose of competition similar to women (leadership), unlike 
women men realize it in relation to unfriendly colleagues while women critically treat 
their professional traits.

The situational CS. This strategy is characteristic for women. Women’s leading pur-
poses of competition (leadership and search of a new place of employment) positively 
correlate to the estimates of the head as friendly and with appraisal of self as an aggres-
sive waitress. By the results of the regression analysis it is established that estimates 
of self as aggressive are in$uenced by women’s high consciousness of the future work 
in their ideal self (R2=0,73, p<0,0009)). In other words, women start up competition 
with a view tokeep leadership if they “think” the head is friendly. The women realizing 
the CSof this type are focused on searching a new place of employment, and highly 
realizing features of a future desirable place of employment, estimate themselves as 
aggressive. It is obvious that this type of CSmay negatively a#ect an object of waiters’ 
professional activity, i.e. the e&ciency of serving guests of restaurant that heads of 
restaurant business should take into account.

On the whole waiters’ sex in$uencesthe content of the cognitive component of 
each of the types of the competitive strategy. Irrespective of the type of the strategy 
male waitersrealize one or another purpose of competition in relation to colleagues. In 
turn men’s “perception” of colleagues is in$uenced by features of such measurement 
of their self-concept as real self. Unlike men, women realize one or another purpose of 
competition (depending on the strategy type) considering psychological features of 
self as an expert, colleagues, and the head. Personal determinants of waitress’ speci%c 

“vision” of the speci%ed subjects are various measurements of the self-concept, includ-
ing ideal self, re$ected self, real self.

Conclusions. We have established the content of the cognitive component of the 
competitive strategy of waiters in connection with its type. Sexual di#erentiation of 
waiters causes the nature of in$uence of certain measurements of their self-concept 
on their appraisal of professional community (colleagues and the head) in relation to 
which they start up one or another competitive strategy type.
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Maslova Yu. A.
The Model of Psychological Support of Inclusive 

Training of Hearing-Impaired Children

In the article the author brings forward a model of psychological support of inclusive 
training of deaf schoolchildren which covers all the subjects of the educational process 
and their interaction. The author considers ways of organizing a communication of hear-
ing-impaired children, on the one hand, and teachers and normally hearing coevals, on 
the other hand. Solutions of typical problems of inclusive education of deaf schoolchildren 
are described.

Keywords: inclusion, psychological support, organizing a communication, deaf 
schoolchildren.

At the present time, the development of education is focused on inclusion of 
all the children, including children with limited health abilities, in the educational 
process. A uni%ed conception of the special federal state standard for children with 
limited health abilities (LHA) presupposes various ways of education, including the 
possibility to cope with a quali%cation level during the same calendar periodin com-
parison with healthy contemporaries, through a mass school training on condition of 
systematic special psychological-pedagogical support [4].

The analysis of practical experience makes it possible to conclude that in com-
parison with a specialized boarding school children with limited health abilities have 
much higher educational results, even on condition of achild’s adaptation to school 
conditions, instead of adjustment of educational conditions to needs of a “special” 
child.

Psychological-pedagogical support of a child with LHA may be treated as a system 
of various experts’ professional activity directed on creation of social-psychological 
conditions for a child’s successful training and development in the educational space 
[8, 15]. The main problems of psychological support of a child with LHAin school are 
adaptation and maintenance of social and cognitive activity. For their solution it is nec-
essaryto ensure ways of overcoming of the main di&culties of inclusion: the necessity 
of adjustment of educational conditions, parents’ ignoranceof ways of adaptation and 
development of a “special” child, insu&ciency of the psychological-pedagogical-med-
ical-social (PPMS) support, di&culties of contacts with contemporaries, teachers’ un-

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
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willingness to work with a child with LHA. Thus the teacher’s unwillingness is a central 
di&culty.Teachers’ state of stress in a situation of uncertainty and great responsibility 
for training of a child with LHA interferes with search of e#ective ways of work with 
this group of pupils. In communication it is shown through doubts about cognitive 
abilities of deaf pupils, discontent, indirect aggression towards him/her.

Working with teachers is a key part in the o#ered model of psychological sup-
port of inclusive training of deaf schoolchildren. It determines deaf pupil’s adapta-
tion ina mass school concerning success or unsuccessof training, communication and 
relationship with schoolmates, and psychological comfort. It presupposes two main 
areas: education in the %eld of ways of interaction and training of a hearing-impaired 
child and emotional support [5].

Brief instructions on organizing a deaf child’s training in a comprehensive school 
and basic principles of communication with him/her are very e#ective ways of support. 
The %rst recommendations solve the problems of education and emotional support si-
multaneously; therefore the content of recommendations should be concrete, solving 
the most critical issues by least e#orts, if possible. On the other hand, recommenda-
tions should correspond witha child’s speech abilities. The revelation of speech abilities 
may be successfully at the %rst conversation of a psychologist with a deaf pupil en-
tering a comprehensive school. It is necessary to de%ne, whether a child can perceive 
oral speech without considerable e#orts or he/she generally communicatesby writing. 
When counseling a psychologist should follow the general principles of communica-
tion the deaf, which facilitate his/her aural-visual perception of speech (lip-reading).
These principles include the following: ensuring goodobservation of a speaker’s face, 
use of written language when having a problem, brevity of formulations.

It is also necessary to %nd out what teachers fear in pedagogical activity. The 
choice of the most relevant recommendations is carried out depending on the oral 
speech accessibility for a deaf new pupil and the content of the most signi%cant prob-
lems of teachers. It is convenient to prepare the list in print for each teacher working 
in a class with deaf pupils.

Recommendations onworkspace arrangement:
 − a hearing-impaired child’s place should be near the teacher; it would be better if 
a hearing ear is turned towards him/her (it is necessary to specify an ear);

 − a child must see the teacher’s face (for aural-visual perception of speech);
 − topermit to turn to other schoolmates ina class conversation, other pupils’ an-
swers (for participation in a polylogue).

 − Recommendations onorganizing communication:
 − to explain a materialsetting his/her face towards a deaf pupil;
 − toput on bright lipstick before a lesson;
 − to repeat the main information two-three times during a lesson or between les-
sons bythe same words if possible;
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 − to draw attention of a deaf pupil by touching;
 − to get acquainted with a pupil a few days earlier, before the %rst lesson, to talk to 
him/her to make it possible to get used to his/her own articulation;

 − when misunderstanding the orally said, to write it down.
Examples of recommendations on organizing the instructional work:
 − to use technical means of training (they are convenient in training of the deaf 
due to visualization and written language);

 − topermit to look in a hearing neighbor’s exercise book at organizational mo-
ments of a lesson;

 − performance of a task to check a deaf pupil has understood the task, the instruc-
tion (for example, to ask, “What are you going to do? How will you do it?”);

 − to o#erseveral options for %nding an answer;
 − when having di&culty in perception of oral speech, to write it down, use techni-
cal means of communication (presentation, video, subtitles);

 − for understanding the text to stage it or to draw illustrations together with a pupil;
 − it is useful to study each new theme of a lesson beforehand (therefore it is possi-
ble and necessary to tell the pupil what they will discuss at the following lesson);

 − at music lessons a pupil may perceive works touching the instrument or speak-
ers by the back of %ngers, to trace own choral singing by touching the resonators 
(the breast – low sounds; the forehead, the crown – high-pitched sounds), throat.

Recommendations on health-saving:
 − toadvise a pupil to switch o# hearing aids at recess, to sit blindfolded, especially, 
if the pupil was tired;

 − to remind the pupil of turning on hearing aids before a lesson; to inform the 
pupil if the device emits a squeaking noise;

 − to warn the pupil in advance that the teacher will call him to the blackboard, 
thus the oral form of the answer is obligatory; the answer may either individual 
or in the presence of schoolmates;

 − to prevent overstrain [5].
Existence of concrete, available instructions leads to decrease in emotional ten-

sion and possibility to use the released resources for teacher’s mastering of didac-
tic methods for the development of speech, thinking and vocabulary expansion of a 
deaf pupil. A deaf pupil’s academic progress is reached by active use of real objects or 
their images (models, mockups, toys, pictures, images); demonstration of slides, edu-
cational %lms (with subtitles if possible); demonstration of actions, creation of visual 
situations; o#ering several options for an answer in the di&cult situation of choice; 
checking understanding of instructions; adapt texts for stage.For a purposeful vocab-
ulary expansion of deaf pupils teachers may use the following methods: selection of 
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms; rephrasing, transmission of the meaning of a word, 
phrase with other, lexical-grammatical means which are accessible to children; selec-
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tion of de%nitions; morphological analysis of the word structure(snowfall means thats-
now falls); explanation of a gender term through selection of speci%c terms; negative 
de%nitions (disorder is an absence of order); tautological interpretation (leather boots 
are boots which are sewn of leather); help of a context whichenables children to guess 
a word meaning by themselves [9]. Methods of organizing the pupil’s cogitative activ-
ity, e#ective memorization, logical analysis of the text, work with diagram, schemes 
and tables; they are the same, as in work with normally hearing pupils [1, 2, 3].

The second element of themodel is parents’ participation in the educational pro-
cess. It should not be reduced to motivating appeals, but it should contain clear rec-
ommendations, instructions, which improve parents’ competence in rehabilitation of 
a child with LHA. The psychologist’ work with parents of a deaf pupil of a comprehen-
sive school is carried out in the following basic directions: organizing interaction with 
teachers both in and out of school, parents’ participation in the educational process, 
informing and support in a child’s education and rehabilitation.

When counselling the teacher-psychologist motivates parents of a deaf pupil to 
establishcontact and cooperate with teachers, recommends optimum ways of com-
munication taking into account an individual style and personal features of teachers, 
explains parents’ place and measure of participation in lesson preparation. The psy-
chologist can mediate participants of the educational process, help to arrange com-
munication with the teacher, make it possible to ask him/her for help when they are 
having di&culties (in this case it is necessary to consider that continuous distraction 
of the teacher may disturb healthy schoolmates).

Lack of information concerning ways of rehabilitation of a child with LHAis a wide-
spread problem. Thus, parents of a hearing-impaired child are not always adequately 
informed aboutpossibilities of theimpaired hearing recovery and the development 
of a child’s speech. The psychologist can inform them aboutregularities of formation 
of oral speech of a child with impaired hearing and concrete methods of his/her de-
velopment in a family (constantly to organize dialogue, verbalize their own actions), 
about possibility to improve residual hearing by regular trainings, about fast hear-
ing impairment in the absence of stimulation of the auditory analyzer (for example if 
there is no hearing aid or it needs repairing), about the necessity of continuous prac-
tice and pronunciation control. The psychologist can also initiate parents’ appeal to a 
PPMS-center for the purpose of organizing studies for development of audialpercep-
tion and articulatoryaspect of speech.

Quite often parents’requirements concern the choice of an optimum volume and 
content of duties of a child with LHA. The experience of hearing impaired children 
training shows that if there are no orthopedic injuries, in in everyday life a deaf child 
can and must be independent just as healthy contemporaries do, or it is a little bit 
less (taking into account speech competences and features of %ne motor skills). The 
compensation attitude which impedes success is formed di#erently.
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Parents’ uncertainty concerning their children’s mastering of academic com-
petences is overcome if to give examples of a successful inclusion of the deaf, 
to make clear recommendations on overcoming difficulties of learning certain 
subjects, on communication with a supervising teacher and teachers taking into 
account their personal features. If parents are concerned with the child’s uncer-
tainty in success of training in a comprehensive school, it is necessary to help 
them to master techniques of active listening, to initiate approval and support 
of a child.

The third part of psychological support of a deaf pupil in a comprehensive school 
is work with healthy contemporaries. The main goals are forming attitudes towards 
communication (indirect ways),organizing communication with the deaf and forming 
pupils’ acceptance, positive attitude towards him/her.

As well as teachers pupils need adequate ways of communication with a deaf 
schoolmate. Acquaintance with rules of communication with a hearing-impaired pu-
pil should precede the pupil’s introduction. General principles of communication for 
children are the following:

 − set your face towards the deaf pupil;
 − speak slowly;
 − do not shout, it is better to draw near;
 − do not call him/her from far away, it is better to touch;
 − repeat or write down if he/she hasn’t understood you;
 − ask to repeat or write if you haven’t understand;
 − repeat brie$y what you have understood from the speech of a deaf interlocutor.

Pupils of primary school and younger teenagers need an explanation why one 
of pupils di#ers from the others. It is necessary to talk about health limitations of 
the pupil in level tones, brie$y, as though it goes without saying. The analogy with 
weak sight and the necessity to wear glasses is e#ective. Further the accent is trans-
ferred to the pupil’s with LHA likeness to healthy contemporaries.

Participation of contemporaries as assistants in training adaptation of a deaf 
child at comprehensive school is of great importance. Together with a supervising 
teacher it is necessary to choose a partner (to share the same desk) for a child with 
impaired hearing. Important traits of the %rst partner are the following: kindness, 
responsiveness, composure, attentiveness, responsibility, good results in the main 
subjects, rather clear diction and the correct speech. The status of the partner should 
be prestigious in the class from the very beginning. Changing partners is possibleaf-
terwards [9].

Direct and indirect information about the positive traits signi%cant for this age 
and class and inclusion of a hearing-impaired child in joint out-of-school activities to-
gether with healthy children are also e#ective for ensuring acceptance of a deaf pupil 
in the environment of healthy schoolmates [7, 9].
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Working with a pupil with LHA is the fourth element of the model of support. It 
includes motivation towards social and cognitive activity, psychological support and 
help in concrete problem situations.

Observance of the following principles brings good results when the teacher-psy-
chologist workswith a deaf pupil. It is necessary to use the most nonverbal psychodiag-
nostic techniques, to show tasks and instructions in writing, to o#er a preliminary task, 
similar to the basic one, for mastering a way of implementation, to minimize in$uence 
of the diagnosing because of higher suggestibility of hearing-impaired children [6]. In 
correctional-developing work and consulting it is necessary to consider features of a 
deaf child: less stable nervous system, increased fatigability in comparison with healthy 
contemporaries, slower memorization, narrowed social experience, a certain delay in 
personality development [1]. When communicating it is necessary to use visual ma-
terialrelying on written language if having a problem. Workwith a lexical meaning of 
words and expressionsis possible if to disclose these meanings in phrases and contexts. 
It isnecessary to give preference to art-therapeutic methods, drawing, journalization, 
playing situations in choosing means of development and correction [1, 7] Forhealth-
saving it is recommended to train a deaf pupil in a muscular relaxation,rational re-
source allocation (time-management) and dosage of a sensory load.

Important components of psychological-pedagogical support of a hearing-im-
paired child are training in behavior of the interlocutor (obligations of etiquette, argot, 
look direction, appropriateness of nods, etc.) and training in socio-perceptual skills [7].

The correction of a hearing-impaired child’s self-relation, relation to own abilities 
in conditions of inclusive training can be organized similar to work with shyness, low 
self-esteem of healthy children. Applied art, practical skills, sports, dance, pantomime, 
%ne arts, including caricature, sometimes –exact sciences, literary creativity are areas 
where the deaf usually succeed and which may be o#ered as a basis for creation of 
success situations. It is also possible to emphasize the child’ inclusive training is an 
achievement (“You have already done a lot,you study in a ordinary school!”).

Worries connected with understanding of limitations of abilities on hearing can be 
softened by the following measures: information gathering and searching in the %eld 
of well-known and successful hearing-impaired people, informing about possibility 
to improve hearing by trainings or operations. In the last case it is useful to think over 
a strategy of gaining the desirable, including health care, training of residual hearing, 
achievement of welfare necessary for carrying out cochlear implantation.

When discussing professional plans of hearing-impaired pupils it is necessary 
to consider bothlimitations of health abilities and higher speech and social com-
petence in comparison with hearing contemporaries training out of inclusion. Now 
possibilities of education and employment the deaf have extended, therefore even 
imperfect and awkward professional plans of a hearing-impaired teenager should 
not be rejected at once. It is necessary to consider and think over the steps directed 
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on implementation of a professional plan, to estimate required e#ort and to place 
time boundaries.

The described model of psychological-pedagogical support of inclusive education 
of hearing-impaired schoolchildren is realized in 2011–2013 in lyceum No.13 of Pro-
letarsky district of Rostov-on-Don. The result of its implementation consisted in de-
crease in teachers’ anxiety connected with the necessity of training hearing-impaired 
children, successful adaptation of pupils with LHA to inclusive training, high enough 
social status of hearing-impaired pupils in a class.
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Borzova I. A., Chernyshenko O. V.
Foreign Students’ Training in the Language of Science: Urgent Issues

This article examines problems of foreign students’ training in the scienti#c style of 
speech at the pre-university level of education. Students’ acquisition of a professionally-
focused competence is based on the development of their system of scienti#c concepts. 
E"ective realization of complex purposes of training is possible in the context of the per-
sonal-sense paradigm on an integrative basis. The authors consider the modular structure 
of training materials is the most optimal form of organizing teaching materials, which 
provides a sense-creating context. In conclusion the authors deduce that in the modern 
humanistic, subject-subject, sense-personal paradigm there is a necessity of complex in-
tegrative use of re$exive sense-creating technologies and sense-techniques, enabling to 
intensify cognitive process, to promote development of trainees’ sense sphere.

Keywords: professionally-focused competence, sense-personal paradigm, teaching 
material, modular organization.

The present stage of the development of a single information-research space pre-
supposes students’ high level of a subject-scienti%c competence, developed scienti%c 
thinking, and well developed scienti%c and professional skills.

When training foreign pupils the realization of objectives starts at preparatory fac-
ulties for foreign citizens where they carry out the pre-university training of pupils 
who have arrived for specialized secondary or higher education in educational institu-
tions of Russia.

Considering problems of foreign pupils’ training at thepre-university level, we 
consider training inRussian language as means of communication in a new society, 
means of socialization and acculturation in the new polycultural educational environ-
ment, the most important part of the educational process.

The educational standard for Russian for foreign students includes pupils’ training 
in both the general-literary language and the language of science. It should be noted 
that in the context of problems of foreign pupils’ training in Russian the “language of 
science”, “scienti%c style of speech”, “professional language”concepts are widely used 
in educational and methodical literature and have almost equivalent meaning. In a 
narrow sense the “language of science” concept re$ects the general direction of the 
educational process and the general content of a school subject (in opposition to the 
general-literary language). The “scienti%c style of speech” re$ects a linguistic orien-
tation of a course. The “professional language” concept points out the professional-
focused content (saturation by specialized terms, text material in a future profession 
%eld) usually o#ered in universities atthe last grades.

Scienti%c language or the language of science constitute a part of Russian which 
is used in the spheres of educational-professional and scienti%c activity and is char-
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acterized by its lexical, morphological-syntactic features forming a special style – the 
scienti%c style of speech. Thus, it is the language of science, its special scienti%c style 
of speech that is a means of foreign pupils’ gaining a quali%cation. It becomes the 
most important maker of the educational process at thepreparatory faculty. Trainees’ 
training in perception of the educational information in Russian of general-theoretical 
disciplines at the subsequent grade level is a priority problem of studies in the sci-
enti%c style ofspeech presented by a corpus of scienti%c-subject content of students’ 
future specialty.

Thebasis of realization of the posed problem is pupils’ acquisition of the language 
competence providing the development of the speech and communicative compe-
tence which assumes the development of skills and abilities in all the types of speech 
activity necessary for satisfaction of future students’ needs for communication in 
the educational-professional sphere, i.e. skills of reading and making an abstract of 
educational-scienti%c literature, hearing and writing lectures, generation of scienti%c 
monological and dialogical speech etc.

Studying the scienti%c style of speech has taken shape ofan independent academ-
ic subject at present: the subject place in the training system is de%ned, the purposes 
and aims depending on a grade level are outlined, techniques and methods of train-
ing are o#ered. In spite of this, more frequently teachers of the %rst year of universities, 
where foreign students continue their education,speak about a low level of students’ 
professional-focused competence, students’ inability to carry out educational activity 
in Russian to the full. It becomes obvious that the problem of foreign pupils’ training 
in the language of science as a means of learning of trade remains one of the most 
di&cult and inconsistently solved from the whole complex of pedagogical and me-
thodical problems.

Long-term observation of the educational process course speak about the fact 
that existing contradictions, di&culties in de%nition of the priority purposes, aims, 
and also the content of training are substantially caused by a speci%c and integrative 
character of a subject: scienti%c unity of its linguistic and scienti%c-subject aspects, its 
double role – to be a purpose of training and a means of scienti%c-subject information 
acquisition.

Thus, in most cases teachers-experts in Russian language and literature focus their 
attention on the language aspect, using scienti%c-educational textsas an illustration 
of a language material, i.e. consider the scienti%c style of speech from a purely linguis-
tic position, estimating it as a special functional form of the literary language ensuring 
the professional sphere of communication and possessing special style lexical-gram-
matical characteristics [6].

It is logical that the language, style-creating lexical-grammatical material, provid-
ing the development of speech abilities and skills, is the de%ning component of the 
content of training in the “scienti%c style of speech” aspect.
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Thus the analysis of the educational process shows that at the scienti%c style of 
speech lessons teachers-experts in Russian language and literature use the same 
methods of workas at the neutral style of speech studies, don’t make any di#erence 
whensemantizingthe words designating ordinary, everyday concepts and scienti%c 
concepts which level of formation among students is various. Everyday concepts are 
well acquired by pupils in result of their practical life experience gaining; they freely 
operate with them in their native language, language-mediator, easily carrying out 
the transfer of logical-semantic links of everyday concepts into Russian by means of 
Russian equivalents.

The case is somewhat di#erent with scienti%c concepts. Practice shows that even the 
most common concepts such as sell, organism, nucleus, metabolism, property, process, en-
vironment, etc.are not developed to the full; pupils did not have sense connections be-
tween concepts. They only have a vague idea of what senses can express these concepts 
and in what contexts. It is obvious that if a subject does not know what he wants to say, 
no language means will help, because, as we know, intelligent speech activity is impos-
sible without thinking (L. S. Vygotsky, 1982; A. A. Rubenstein, 1997; A. N. Leontyev, 1977).

It is obvious that the approach to a problem of training in the language of science 
at the pre-university stage should not be linguistic, which contradicts the integrative 
character of a subject. Instead of this it should be general-scienti%c, general-pedagog-
ical, making it possible to see the language of science as the interconnected system of 
scienti%c concepts which has to become the most important construct of the content 
of training. The content ofteaching material should include the system of the tasks 
developing and forming general scienti%c and most common professional concepts, 
namely: di#erentiation of essential and minor signs, interpretation of concepts, for-
mulation of de%nitions, exempli%cation, construction of superprdinate concepts and 
generic terms, etc. At this approach the realization of the language of science function 
as a means of knowledge acquisition, means of gaining a quali%cation is possible.

In our opinion, another aim which is badly solved within traditional approaches and 
methods is management of the process of pupils’ mastering a training material and in-
creasing their motivation. It is directly connected with psychological aspects of the edu-
cational process. Foreign pupilsoften show a low cultural-educational level, low com-
municative requirements which do not correspond to communicative needs of training 
at a high school stage. It is possible to say that they %nd no sense in studying a new 
subject (scienti%c style of speech), do not understand its essence, do not realize its role 
in learning a trade. Quite often pro%le educational-scienti%c texts do not attract a partic-
ular interest. The substantial aspect of texts is known from general-theoretical courses; 
the interest in studying language means disappear already at an understanding stage.

It is obvious that in these conditions there is a necessity of the approach at the 
heart of which there is the interaction of psychological and didactic concepts, pos-
sibility to involve internal sense structures of the personin the educational process, 
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mechanisms of various psychological manifestations, to make active consciousness, 
self-knowledge, self-actualization, self-control, and also the development of pupils’ 
personal sphere, to increase the e&ciency of pupils’ acquiring the educational-profes-
sional competence. The personal-sense approach is such an approach(A. T. Asmolov, 
2002; D. A. Leontyev, 2000; I. V. Abakumova, 2003, etc.).

Transferring the content of training in the language of science (its linguistic and 
scienti%c-subject aspects) at the personal-sense level will enable pupils to reveal and 
realize the sense of knowledge necessary for them, will create new personal senses, 
sense integration, generating higher-order senses of higher order. It should be noted 
that problems of questions of transferring the knowledge at the personal level in the 
process of transformation of objective meanings in personal senses, in the process 
of training were an object of research even in works of A. N. Leontyev and his fol-
lowers. The important place in A. N. Leontyev’s works is occupied by the idea about 
the possibility of overcoming a gap between the cognized and the cognizable, %lling 
knowledge with the personal sense stimulating pupils’ personal sphere development. 
Thus, the role of motivation, motivational stimuli, providing successful implementa-
tion of any productive activity, becomesobvious [4].Leontyevhas named the motive 
initiating activity and giving a sense to it as the main leading sense-creating motive. 
It is obvious that for e#ective studying Russian as a foreign language, in particular, 
the scienti%c style of speech,pupils’ sense-creating motive for its studying is very 
important. As long-term observations of the educational process at the preparatory 
faculty shows, studying psychophysiological features of pupils, system of their value 
orientations, knowledge of Russian enter into the structure of sense-value orienta-
tions of pupils learning Russian as a means ofgaining a quali%cation. Unlike pupils and 
students learning foreign languages, who need explanation of the value of the pos-
sibility of the cross-cultural communication expansion, prospects of training, practical 
training, work abroad etc., foreign pupils have already chosen Russian as a working 
language and communication language. They want to learn Russian, to be $uent in it; 
they study intensively 18 hours per week at thepreparatory faculty.

Nevertheless, as practice shows, foreign students have considerable di&culties in 
development of Russian and, in particular, the scienti%c style. The analysis of practical 
work of pupils, observation of features of social-psychological adaptation of pupils in 
the new cultural and educational environment speak about the inability of the major-
ity of foreign pupils to master a necessary level of the professional-focused compe-
tence in existing pedagogical conditions, including traditional approaches, methods 
and teaching techniques. Teachers-practicians note pupils’ excessive load, when be-
sides Russian they intensively study general-theoretical subjects. Homeworkin two-
three subjects takes from 4 to 6 hours on the average daily; at lessons it is di&cult for 
trainees to concentrate the attention on a studying subject for a necessary time; their 
interest, activity etc. decreases.
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It becomes obvious that only special methods, re$exive technologies focused on 
pupils’ sense-creation can stimulate pupils’ mastering a necessary level of the edu-
cational-professional competence. Forming the educational sense-creating context 
which is understood as a system of sense technologies and sense techniques, promot-
ing pupils’ sense-creation, is an important and indispensable condition of any technol-
ogy focused on pupils’ sense creation (A. G. Asmolov, D. A. Leontyev, F. E. Vasilyuk, etc.). 
In her books “Education and Sense: Sense-Creation in the Educational Process” and 

“Sense Didactics” I. A. Abakumova gives the detailed description of the technologies 
focused on sense-creation, reveals possibilities of their use depending on a character 
of the material content, trainees’ level of the sense sphere development, grade level.

I. A. Abakumovaemphasizes the following groups: “technologies providing self-
actualization of pupils’ subject experience(emotional-psychological generalization, 
emotional-psychological outstripping, personal-sense context, transformation of 
a theoretical material in a %gurative one); dialogue technologies (external, internal, 
multiple dialogues); technologies ensuring pupils’ self-expression(success situations, 
self-di#erentiation and self-individualization zones, method of personal-signi%cant 
concrete situations, sense immersion),technologies of a problem-creative type (initia-
tion of creative activity, problem situations), etc.” [1, 9].

On the one hand, a variety of the presented technologies enables teacher to 
choose technologies adequate to pedagogical conditions, but on the other hand, de-
mandsan enormous work on reorganization of a training material according to regu-
larities of the sense-creating process on adaptation of technologies (techniques,sense 
techniques) to features of an educational subject.

As the experience of practical work on foreign pupils’ training in the scienti%c style of 
speech with use of various sense-creating technologies shows, in this concrete case the 
technologies providing self-actualization of pupils’ subject experience, technologies of 
the directed transmission of sense, dialogue technologies, technologies of psychologi-
cal-didactic support, and technologies of a problem-creative type are the most e#ective.

It is obvious that training in the language of science from a position of the person-
al-sense approach demands a special organization of the educational process, spe-
cial means, which can start up sense-creating mechanisms. We think it is optimum 
to choose a training material according to lexical-semantic subjects re$ecting types 
of speech statements, characteristic for the language of science. These are descrip-
tion, narration, reasoning which have special language parameters. On their basis we 
have identi%ed groups ofobjects which should be described and which have de%ned 
sense-speech situations (communicative subjects). These were “general quali%cation 
of a subject”, “structure description”, “description of properties of a subject”, and “de-
scription of properties, structure and functions of live systems”, etc.

A long-term practical experience with use of various teaching aids in the scien-
ti%c style of speech has showed that in the context of the personal-sense paradigm 
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the best way of organizing a material, which makes it possible to integrate various 
training materials,ensuring a sense choice, internal di#erentiation in the educational 
process, is a block-modular construction where each subject (block) distinguished by 
us re$ects in its structure an ideal model of activity (image-analysis-action), communi-
cative (development of speech, communicative skills), search (development of skills of 
search, viewing reading, making an abstract), and audio-linguistic skills (development 
of skills of audition, writing of lectures) [2].

The purpose of the %rst modules is forming a motivation-orientation base for 
further development of language, speech, communicative skills and abilities that 
means, %rst of all, introduction, interpretation, revelationof the contentand scope of 
key concepts of a subject. Thus, in the %rst module of the %rst subject the content of 
training includes such common and general scienti%c concepts as planet, earth, sun, 
water,atmosphere, environment, subject, object, nature, wildlife, inanimate nature, ani-
mal, plant, human body, signs, external signs, internal signs, property, structure, etc.

The speci%ed concepts are included in the contentof a special introductory gen-
eral scienti%c text,revealing basic proposition of a subject and forming a wide sense 
context which we understand as a complex of the obvious and associative meanings 
connected with the content and coming home to pupils’ subject experience. Such 
a context can create a situation which, according to A. A. Verbitsky, is a “unit” of the 
work of the teacher and the student;“in all its subject and social polysemy and con-
tradictoriness it is considered as a general sense %eld de%ning a system ofconditions 
inducing the subject and mediating his/her activity”. In our opinion, the main link of 
such a %eld, is a sense identi%cation of the o#ered concepts, distinguishing their es-
sential and minor signs, their rating as concepts of higher generalization, etc. that is 
a subject of dialogue where pupils, relying on their own personal semi-everyday and 
semi-scienti%c representations and concepts and comparing them, disclose a new 
sense of the comprehended reality.

Pupils have already met with the majority of concepts, entering the text content, 
when learning an introductory course in subjects at thelessons in pro%le disciplines 
or at the lessons in the neutral style of speech. However at the lessons in the scienti%c 
style of speech, integrative in their essence, the development of concepts and stron-
ger acquisition, in transferring their objective meanings at pupils’ personal subject 
level in the context of a sense-creating situation is possible.

The second modules of each block subject  – informative-operational  – assume 
direct practical work on the development of skills and abilities using the already pre-
sented in %rst modules general scienti%c and pro%le vocabulary, lexical-grammatical 
constructions necessary for construction of a speech statement on a subject.

The development of language and speech skills takes place when performing a 
number of consecutive tasks (language, prespeech, speech), including work with mi-
crotexts, tables and other visual methods providing a stage-by-stage forming speech 
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skills and abilities in reading, writing, speaking (monological and dialogical speech) at 
the level of sentences and microtexts, and also specially modeled (grammar)texts of a 
general scienti%c character. The material is o#ered by an inductive method for active 
and receptive (vocabulary part) learning.

However observation ofpupils’ passing the second module shows that in spite of 
the fact that the sequence of tasks corresponds to the stage-by-stage logic of for-
mation of intellectual actions, pupils’ interest in performance of tasks and motivation 
have considerably decreased.

It can be explained by the fact that, having acquired meanings and senses of of-
fered lexical-grammatical constructions,even when passing the %rst module and the 
beginning of the second, pupils %nd no sense in performance of tasks for the develop-
ment of language and speech skills; they have no interest in reiterated repetition of 
language forms of models, samples. Without this the automation of language skills is 
impossible, thus, language acquisition is impossible. It is obvious that pupils lose the 
self-control mechanism which worked when the material (the system of concepts) 
which found a support in a personal and sense %eld of trainees, in their subject experi-
ence, was the object of learning

Considering possibilities of the initiation of the process of trainees’ sense-creation 
in cases when the direct object which should be mastered is of little signi%cance, unin-
teresting or when the general educational situational motivation of pupils is reduced, 
we consider it expedient to use a so-called method of “indirect objects”. Any fact, any 
problem, any subject, etc., entering the context of the semantic %eld of a studied ma-
terial and being signi%cant for a trainee, touching his/her subject experience, his/her 
personal meanings may be such an “indirect object”. Thus, in this case a comparative 
analysis of language means (morphological-syntactic structures) of Russian and a 
trainee’ native language or an intermediate language, by means of which the commu-
nicative content of a subject is expressed, may be such an indirect object of discussion 
in various dialogical forms. Pupils participate in dialogues with enthusiasm, ask ques-
tions like, “How can I characterize a subject in English (in Arab)?”, “How can I formulate 
a de%nition?”, “What sign underlies the characteristic?”, etc.; they make up a sentence 
in their own native language with interest and then translate it into Russian using 
necessary language means, compare features of functioning of language means in 
di#erent styles of speech in native and Russian languages etc. Thus, the tactical objec-
tiveof the second module is achieved. It consists in repeated use of language means 
of Russian in various communicative sense-creating situations of real communication 
with the purpose of automation of language and speech skills.

The third module of each block-subject (communicative) provides complex devel-
opment of main types of speech activity, i.e. reading and making an abstract of edu-
cational literature, reproductive monological and dialogical speech. The informative-
subject aspect of training is provided by the educational texts intended for studying 
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reading, carrying out the logical-sense analysis of the text content: allocations of the 
main information, text partitioning on semantic parts, drawing up the abstract, an-
swers to questions, and also retelling. The supposed work with the text is important 
for successful formation of the communicative educational-professional competence 
of future students, directly trains them for educational literature reading, participation 
in seminar studies etc. at the high school level of education.

Thus, the o#ered text in the third modules should either be approached to texts 
of training aids in pro%le disciplines by the content, form, language %lling, but thus be 
available by complexity and scope, correspond to a communicative subject, or have 
general scienti%c, scienti%c-educational character, contain information which is sig-
ni%cant to trainees, capable to initiate their sense-creating activity.

Thus, in our training materials we o#er texts: “Water” (subject I), “A Little Bit About 
Anemia” (subject IV) which, besides high saturation by language structures in a stud-
ied subject, have wide general scienti%c, social- and subject-personal contexts, a com-
plex of personally meaningful subjects for discussion by pupils as indirect objects. 
Texts “On a cell”, “Mechanical movement”, “Metabolism”, etc., created on the basis of 
educational texts of pro%le disciplines, have a wide scienti%c context, considerable 
linguistic potential, however, as practice shows, do not cause a particular interest 
among trainees. Pupils ful%ll logical work with the text, answer questions, analyze the 
use of grammatical means etc., but they do it rather formally, without interest, since 
they already know the scienti%c-subject information from a school course, general-
theoretical courses of preparatory faculties.

It is obvious that the task consists in transferring speech skills to the personal 
sense levelon a certain lexical-grammatical and scienti%c-subject material. Practical 
experience shows that this is possible if for discussion one %nds a personal-signi%cant 
indirect object of the background information being behind a direct object and pro-
viding operation of mechanisms of sense-generation.

Considering the aforesaid, we would like to note that in the conditions of modern 
humanistic, subject-subject, personal-sense paradigm we need a complex integrative 
use of re$exive sense-creating technologies, sense-techniques, making it possible to 
intensify the cognitive process, to promote the development of trainees’ sense sphere.
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FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY

Nozikova N. V.
Features of views of the father of girls aged 15–17

The article analyses attitude to the father of 15–17 year old girls. The hypothesis assumes 
a correlation of stable individual characteristics, conditions of socialization and views of the 
father. The study involved 224 young women who grew up in a family, and 45 young women 
who grew up in children’s homes at the age of 15–17. The author used the method of color 
metaphors by I.L. Solomin to identify respondents –  attitudes to the concepts of the family 
sphere and to compose psychosemantic characteristics of the concept «my father» for sub-
groups di"ering in extraversion, intelligence, locus of control and conditions of education. It is 
discovered that the girls who were brought up in families associate the concept with the #rst 
by emotional value colour. Their concept of «my father» together with the factor of internality 
is emotionally positive, semantically developed, available for understanding and has a tem-
poral orientation to the future that will direct them to start their own families. As for the girls 
who were brought up in children’s homes, their concept is combined with the eighth negative 
by emotional value colour, semantically developed and has a temporal orientation to the 
past that diagnoses their need for psychological aid.

Keywords: consciousness, family orientation, family, father, mother, psychosemantics.

Introduction
In the process of learning and active reproduction of human experience as a lead-

ing family in the formation of social manifestations of his personality special role be-
longs to the nature of the father-child relationship.

This article discusses the features views of the father of the girls 15–17 years, de-
pending on factors such as the conditions of development in the family or outside 
the family, the nature of cognitive development and the most stable personality traits 
such as extroversion, intelligence and locus of subjective control. To achieve this goal, 
we consider the main approaches to study the role of the father in the formation of 
personality; particular representations of the father in the structure of consciousness of 
girls 15–17 years depending on the individual qualities and a nurturing environment.

Social pedagogy of responsible fatherhood, on the conclusion of I. S. Kon, can be 
built with the understanding of the psychological value of paternity for the child’s 
personality development and for the development of man’s personality [7]. Research 
challenges of fatherhood as a condition of the child yielded results that reveal mean-
ingful patterns and mechanisms of psychology father-child relationship.
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Father – is a signi%cant person in the child’s life, which contributes to its separation 
from the mother and behaves qualitatively di#erent from the mother has with her special, 
married, sexual relations and transmitting child an integral part of the history of his race. 
Theoretical and empirical data show the important role of the father for his separation 
processes from the mother, the formation of sexual and gender role identities, emotional 
and cognitive development and behavior. In the process of socialization of the child’s 
father acts as a second object as a man, as the mother’s husband, as a native person [5].

Psychological image is a subjective re$ection of the world and in the higher stages 
of development contains not only substantive relationship, but their genesis categori-
cal a&liation, etc. Mental image of his father is a generalized subjective view of his 
father in a person formed on the basis of actual experience and interaction history of 
a perfect representation of it, and in case the father of the family, its image continues 
to in$uence the personal development and behavior of the child. Study of the dynam-
ics of the father image in ontogenesis revealed her gender and the greatest degree of 
sensitivity to the nature of the relationship with his father in the “average” teens 12–13 
years [21, 22]. Adoption of a holistic image of the father as a unity of ideal and real 
qualities determines the formation of a child’s self-actualization qualities of his per-
sonality, ie such as the acceptance of reality, self, others and the world in general, emo-
tional independence, spontaneity behavior, etc. [8]. Emotional warmth of his father’s 
image in adolescents of di#erent age groups a#ect their emotional well-being and 
the formation of sex-role identity [5]. In situations of stress psychological image of the 
father acts as a resource for coping behavior and personality formation of boys and 
adolescent girls, depending on the education of the biological father, stepfather or 
upbringing without a father [15]. Real father or his father’s positive image helps teens 
gain a sense of psychological well-being, learning socially acceptable behaviors and 
acts psychological barrier to the formation of addictive behaviors in adolescence [1].

Particularly urgent is the problem of formation of family foundations personality girls 
who do not have a positive experience of childhood parental relationships and demanding 
psychologically based care. Stay in boarding schools, orphanages creates inadequate con-
ditions for psychological and social perspectives of family formation in adolescence [19].

In the process of ontogenetic formation in the child’s mind as a tribute to his 
mother, father and parental family foundations model of family behavior that deter-
mines the need to study the factors and patterns of formation in the mind of the in-
dividual in the youthful period of ontogenesis the main characteristics of the family 
orientation of the individual.

Object and Methods
The aim of our research is to conduct a comparative analysis of family orientation in the 

minds of girls 15–17 years, depending on their individual personal qualities and conditions 
of socialization in the family or in an orphanage using methods psychosemantic diagnosis.

The object of study was the motivation of family orientation, which is characterized 
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by us as an organic part of the structure of personality and is seen as socially deter-
mined orientation is genetically determined mental and biological characteristics and 
is inextricably linked with the life experience [11].

Hypothesis of the study suggests that individual personality traits and conditions 
are re$ected in the characteristics of socialization ideas in the minds of girls 15–17 
years of his father, de%ning their family orientation. This article provides a compara-
tive analysis of representations of the father in the structure of consciousness of girls 
depending on personal qualities, the nature of cognitive development and nurturing 
environment in or outside the family – in an orphanage.

The study was performed using diagnostic psychosemantic hidden motivation, 
based on the method of color metaphors I. L.  Solomin. Accordingly, the purpose of 
work, 60 were picked up concepts that characterize the relationship to mother, father, 
family of origin, and the scope of family behavior and motherhood [20]. For diagnostic 
purposes, individual personality traits used test questionnaire G. Y. Eysenck, allowing 
the individual to identify individual storage [17, p. 55–61]; short indicative intelligence 
test E.  F.  Vanderlik [16]; study of subjective control technique developed in the Re-
search Institute V.M. Bekhterev, general internality scale [17, p. 302–311]. About «My 
family» is used as an additional method of investigation to collect socio-demographic 
data on the respondents, their relation to the conscious future family and unborn child.

On the basis of theoretical propositions about periodization personal develop-
ment and psychology of family behavior and motherhood simulated sample on de-
mographic indicators of gender, age and conditions of education in the family or out-
side the family. The study involved 269 student grades 10–11 schools, living in families 
and children’s homes in the city of Khabarovsk in the 15–17 age group.

Planning studies representations of the father of girls 15–17 years is shown in 
Table 1. A group of girls 224 people, brought up in the family, according to the results 
of diagnostics personal qualities section 1) into two subgroups of quality extraversion 
(129 pers.) and introversion (95 pers.), 2) and then into two subgroups of internality 
(102 pers.) and externalities (122 pers.) 3) subgroups in terms of normal (113 pers.) and 
reduced level of intellectual development (111 pers.).

Table 1
Planning of the ideas of his father, depending on the personal qualities and 

conditions of education of girls 15–17 years
Sample Nomer 

podgruppy
Girls (people), brought up in a family 

that di$er in stable individual qualities
The purpose of 

subgroups
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269 girls 
aged 

15–17

1 Extraversion – 129 Introversion – 95
Be psychoseman-
tic characteristics 
concepts fam-
ily sphere based 
diagnosis by 
color metaphors 
I. L. Solomina

2 Internality – 102 Externality – 122

3 Normal intelligence 
–113

Reduced intelli-
gence – 111

Girls raised in di$erent environments

4 The family – 224 Orphanage – 45
Distribution of test scores for the entire sample represented normal histograms 

and smooth curves with positive kurtosis, with satisfactory accuracy that allows us to 
assume normal distribution parameters and conclude good psychometric qualities of 
the selected methods.

Statistical processing and calculation of Student t-test showed that the di#erences 
between the mean values extraversion level of subjective control and intelligence in 
samples of girls and children’s homes are statistically signi%cant c high signi%cance of 
the di#erences that, when α = 0,05 for these indicators is 0,000000, as shown in Table 2.

This allowed pupils to consider a subgroup of children’s homes as a single factor 
in relation to the family orientation, in contrast to subgroups of girls brought up in 
the family.

Table 2
Comparison of testing schoolgirls and children’s homes by Student t-test  

for independent samples (at α = 0,05)
Evidence Number Standard  

deviation
Stu-

dent’s 
t-test

Level of 
signi#-
canceSchool-

girls
Child ren’s 

homes
School-

girls
Children’s 

homes
Extraversion 224 45 3,077 2,296 5,399 0,000
Overall internality 224 45 10,909 11,889 -6,122 0,000
Family internality 224 45 3,337 3,717 4,145 0,000
Intelligence 224 45 4,677 3,415 9,967 0,000

Processing results for subgroups according to the method of color metaphors 
I. L. Solomin was carried out using a computer program in BASIC, which reliability and 
representativeness of the sample size.

Results of the study
Questionnaire on the topic of «My Family» (224 pers.) showed that the majority of 

girls (60 %) grew up in two-parent families, 13 % live with their mothers and fathers, 
1 %, to remarry, 23 % of girls are brought up by a single mother and 3 % – grandpar-
ents. Response to the question about the most important conditions necessary for 
the birth of children, 30 % of girls called love and understanding in the family, 28 % – 
%nancial security, 22 % – health. The presence of his apartment (9 %), the conclusion 
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of a formal marriage (6 %), help from relatives (4 %) and civil marriage (1 %) are less 
important in relation to the creation of his future family and maternity.

Analysis of the biographical data pupils spent on personal business in orphan-
ages showed that the reason girls room orphanage in 64 % of cases become social 
disadvantage families (recognizing parents missing or deprived of parental rights), 
36 % of children su#ered the death of a parent. If the majority of schoolgirls grew up 
in families with two or one child (91 %), then 78 % of the families children’s homes 
were large families (three or more children). Children’s homes are more pragmatic in 
their demands to the conditions of marriage and the birth of the child and, realiz-
ing the value of emotional well-being in the family, also attached high importance of 
the status of an o&cial marriage, the presence of his apartment and material security. 
Consequently, the questionnaire be preceded by a study of family-oriented focus girls, 
showed that both groups had the experience and perceptions of family life, which 
were formed in di#erent social contexts.

For girls these subgroups composed psychological characteristics of the concept 
of «my father» on the basis of diagnosis by color metaphors.

Criteria for comparison groups were selected: rank emotional appeal; factor se-
mantic development and awareness of the analyzed concepts in the mind of the test; 
temporal vector semantics of the system of concepts in mind. Analysis of representa-
tions of the father in the structure of consciousness of girls 15–17 years depending on 
the individual qualities and conditions of education is shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Representation of the father in the structure of consciousness of girls 15–17 

years depending on the individual qualities and a nurturing environment
Individual 

quality
Association 

with the 
following 
concepts

Attractive-
ness in or-
der color 
choices

Individual 
quality

Association 
with the 

following 
concepts

Attrac-
tiveness 
in order 

color 
choices

Extraver-
sion

No associa-
tions

1-st color Introversion No associa-
tions

1-st color

Normal in-
telligence

No associa-
tions

1-st color Reduced 
intelligence

No associa-
tions

1-st color

Internality Happiness. My 
mother. Ideal 
family. My fu-
ture husband. 

My unborn 
child

1-st color Externality No associa-
tions

1-st color

Girls 
brought 
up in the 

family

No associa-
tions

1-st color Girls brought 
up in an 

orphanage

Children. Baby. 
My parent 

family. My real

8-st color
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The %rst criterion for the analysis of the results – the rank of the emotional appeal of 
the concepts for the respondent depends on the order of choice of color, with which 
it is associated. For example, the association with the most attractive color for the 
respondent indicates its highly positive attitude towards this concept. Marking one 
color concepts indirectly indicates their subjective similarity [20].

Analysis of the emotional appeal of representations of the father in the structure of 
consciousness of girls brought up in the family showed that the concept of «my father» 
is associated with the %rst rank the most attractive to them at the time of the study 
color. In contrast, girls who were brought up in an orphanage, this concept is combined 
with the latter leading to eight colors and emotionally perceived as a negative factor.

The second criterion factor analysis of semantic development and awareness con-
cept involves identifying associative relations in the minds of the concept to other 
concepts analyzed the scope or lack thereof, insulation concepts.

The notion that «highlights some of the subject area and collects (generalizes) ob-
jects by pointing to their common and distinguishing feature», re$ects the full mean-
ing of the phenomenon [9, c. 719–721], can be regarded as a fully formed and reached 
its maturity. Conversely, the absence of evidence of associations presumably isolation 
concepts in the mind of the subject, the possible displacement due to painful experi-
ences related by virtue of their social unacceptability or con$ict with other motives. 
Lack of association may also be a consequence of its unformed, immature [20].

For example, in a study N. V. Nozikovoy revealed that women regardless of personal 
qualities and conditions of socialization in the family or in an orphanage, emotionally posi-
tive (%rst rank in attractiveness) refer to the concept of «my mother», is associated with him 
other concepts of family sphere and identify themselves with the image of mother that 
ensures the continuity of the maternal role and combines family generation [11, 12, 14].

The concept of «my father» in the minds of girls discussed in this article, by con-
trast, has no association to other concepts for subgroups of respondents allocated by 
factors of extraversion and intellectual development, which allows to conclude that 
the unformed, immature or unavailable for awareness.

The third criterion for the analysis of social and psychological maturity of family-
oriented focus of girls may be its relationship to ideas about the future and about 
their future family, ie with reference to the future temporal vector system semantics of 
concepts in the mind.

Development processes personal identity, ways for self-realization, the search 
for meaning in life, becoming a social orientation in adolescence are closely linked 
with the development of time perspective. Life plan, facing the future, by de%nition, 
L. I. Bozovic, constitute the «a#ective center» youth [3]. In 15–16 years, notes I. S. Con, 
personal interest moves from «I in the present tense» to «I’m in the future» [6].

The study features family-oriented focus of girls depending on age using the tech-
nique of semantic di#erential performed N. V. Nozikovoy, identi%ed in adolescence 
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change from the past to future date temporal vector semantics of concepts that de-
%ne the family orientation of the individual. Temporal orientation toward the future 
semantic concepts family sphere becomes neoplasm adolescence, girls guide to mak-
ing your future family and motherhood [11, 13].

Analysis of the results in this study in the third criterion – the temporal orientation 
of the system of concepts in the mind, shows that for a group of girls aged 15–17 years, 
were brought up in a family environment and having internal locus of subjective con-
trol, the concept of «my father» is interconnected with other concepts of the family 
sphere, in general semantically focused on future life, perhaps idealized.

Consider compared presentation of the father of the girls who grew up in the family 
and have quality internality, and the pupils of the orphanage with a distinct personality 
warehouse determines the quality of internality, introversion, and reduced intelligence.

Responsibility is a key characteristic that distinguishes a mature social identity 
from social immaturity, by de%nition, A. A. Reana. The liability is determined by inter-
nal internal’nym (myself responsible for what happens to me) or external, externality 
(responsibility of the other people on the external circumstances etc.) locus of control 
[18]. Study severity qualities internality groups and law-abiding illegal behavior of 
teenagers formed S. V. Bykov, enables the understanding of the locus of control mea-
sure of social responsibility of the person [4]. The correlation between high levels of 
internality men with a high degree of satisfaction with the marriage his wife [10]. The 
liability of the spouses in various spheres of human relations correlate with the degree 
of satisfaction with marriage and family roles distribution features [23]. Psychologi-
cal characteristics of mothers, including the level of subjective control, linked to the 
manifestation of delinquent behavior in adolescents [2].

In our study group of subjects who were brought up in the family and having 
internal locus of control, has the concept of «my father», associated with the concepts 
of «happiness», «my mother», «ideal family», «my future husband», «my unborn child» 
and the %rst to rank emotional M. Luscher color test. Consequently, girls interanalyt 
brought up in the family, the concept of «my father» has the highest positive emotion-
al semantically quite harmoniously re$ects its family content, semantically directed to 
the future and is combined with a perfect representation of his future family.

Group of pupils of children’s homes on the results of diagnostics has special in-
dividual and personal qualities of internality, introversion and decreased intellectual 
development. The girls of the group representation of the father associated with the 
most obnoxious color and a number of other concepts of family sphere («children», 
«baby», «my parent family» and «my real»).

Semantically father associated with children and even babies, and perhaps the 
perception of women require the same care. Presentation about a father and parent 
family linked in their minds with valid now unpleasant experiences. Consequently, the 
lack of adequate experience of parental relationship and the presence of traces in the 
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psyche psycho transferred from children’s homes are combined with particular psy-
chological makeup of the individual and speci%c semantic structure of the concept of 
«my father», that requires psychological help.

Analysis of the results allows us to conclude that the characteristics of positive 
emotional coloring, harmoniously developed semantic content of the concept, its re-
alization in relation to other concepts of the spheres of human activity, as well as with 
the time vector semantics directed to the future, determine the degree of maturity of 
the concepts of family socio-psychological orientation in human consciousness.

Conclusions
1. Degree of emotional appeal, semantic development and direction of the vec-

tor of temporal concepts can serve as qualitative criteria of social and psychological 
maturity concepts of family oriented person.

2. Emotionally positive attitude towards the father of the girls, brought up in a 
family is formed, regardless of their personal qualities.

3. The concept of «my father» is associated with other concepts with family sphere, 
ie is semantically developed and accessible to awareness, has temporal orientation 
toward the future when the relationship with the factor of internal locus of control 
and focuses on the creation of his family in the future.

4. The concept of «my father» has no association to other concepts of family 
sphere, ie semantically immature and inaccessible to consciousness, when considered 
in conjunction with the factors of extraversion, externalities control and intelligence 
of girls 15–17 years old who were brought up in the family.

5. For girls who were brought up in an orphanage, the submission of the father as-
sociated with valid now unpleasant, stressful emotional experiences that determines 
the need for special counseling.

In general, education in a family environment, the development of quality social 
responsibility (internal’nym control), emotionally positive attitude, focus on the fu-
ture, semantic associations, revealing common and distinctive features of the con-
cept, de%ne maturity achieve quality family sphere in adolescence. These patterns 
are of value for the planning and implementation of preventive measures for psy-
chological formation of reproductive behavior in subsequent periods of ontogeny.
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Prokofyeva N. V.
Methodological and Practical Guidelines  

on Increasing Capacity for Moral-Ethical Re$ection of a Modern Adult

The article deals with studying a phenomenon of moral-ethical re$ection as an inte-
gral personality trait re$ecting sense-value guidelines which in$uence features of person-
al development. The author describes the urgency of this matter from the point of view of 
the modern social structure and the necessity of the system revision of psychological bases 
of the latest humanitarian schools towards making practical steps in solving this range of 
problems, and also the necessity of increasing a modern person’s active, responsible posi-
tion in choosing a vector of personal self-determination and the necessity of moral-ethical 
de#niteness and autonomy for this purpose. This article brie$y characterizes purposes and 
hypotheses of the empirical dissertation study, stages of its carrying out and the main con-
clusions. The author describes a seminar-training program created by the results of the 
theoretical and empirical study of this work, and also features and results of carrying out 
primary trainings. Steps of the further practical application of the data of the research are 
also outlined.

Keywords: moral-ethical values, moral-ethical re$ection, personal development, self-
realization, personal autonomy, consciousness.

The modern psychological view of the problem of harmonious personal develop-
ment is unambiguous, “Consciousness determines being”. Such a relation to reality 
makes it possible to create own life completely,proceeding from individual value %lling.

A constant transformationin social structure requires a modern person’s search 
for a new value sense content. This leads to the necessity of searching a support in-
sidehimself/herself, directing and regulating own life independently. This spiritual-
psychological reorganization yields easily not everyone. The modern person has to 
live in a continuous fuss. Reactive wayof thinking and reactive behavior havebecome 
usual and habitual. Spiritual and mental “emptiness”has %lled all spheres of activity. 
Many people are in a situation of existential and ideological vacuum, lose meaning 
of life. It is extremely seldom that one can %nd a person with a harmonous, logically 
intelligent and coordinated system of norms and rules, where the person exists and 
constructs a certain strategy of activity.

By the beginning of the XXI century a huge number of philosophical and psycho-
logical schools, which try to help the person to %nd himself/herself, to answer eternal 

YOUNG SCIENTISTS
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questions of existence, were created. Modern scientists emphasize the importance of 
studying a person’s moral-ethical self-determination as this range of problems con-
siders and reveals essential features of the person. Now it is not simply a question of 
studying this phenomenon, but it concerns a system revision of philosophical, psy-
chological, pedagogical bases of modern humanitarian schools from the point of view 
of making practical steps fora person’s returnto himself/herself.

And yet psychologists’ understanding of the importance and necessity of the pro-
cess of moral-ethical formation in the general context of harmonious personal de-
velopment is not enough for answering the question concerning things which bring 
a modern person to a way of life which generates hopelessness, doom, despair and 
uncertainty of tomorrow. Constant anxiety forces out the belief in positive moments 
of life, consolidates grief for happiness, satisfaction and pleasure. A person does not 
see a way of further self-realization any more; gradually he/sheceases to be a master 
of his/her own life.

V. Franklhas named the XX century the century of fear and uncertainty. In the XXI 
century little seems to have changed for the better with the only di#erence that there 
have appeared new, modern social and personal reasons of a psychological deforma-
tion which lead toanxiety disorders and loss of the sense of existence.

Both science and society really need a new psychological understanding of this 
problematics.

The ability to moral-ethical re$ection is one of important criteria of healthy per-
sonal formation. To settle down in life according to own scenario it is necessary to 
have internal system of values, own reference point in the main vital issues. It is impos-
sible to be a creator of own life without understanding of own creative, mental and 
moral-ethical intensions, ability to discover in self new abilities and to realize them for 
a good cause of self and society. “Full-grown creation is possible when spirituality is 
realized through moral-ethical categories of personality” [5].

The person’s ability to “… re$ex self, to rise above self, to be beyond self, beyond 
any own actual state, even own actual general nature…”leads to a higher level of spir-
itual-moral being of the person – identity. “As an identity the person manifest himself/
herself in an original author’s interpretation of social norms of life, in the working out 
of own, especially individual (unique and inimitable) way of life, own outlook, own 

“uncommon”face, in following to a voice of own conscience” [4]. Ability to reconsider 
the past, to realize the present and to think about the future is a necessary skill for a 
modern, progressive, person who aspires to self-development and spiritual growth.

Moral-ethical re$ection as well as personal re$ection can be subdivided into retro-
spective, situational and perspective ones. Retrospective moral-ethical re%ection is 
shown in a person’s disposition towards the analysis of the moral-ethical values which 
were formed by the family and the social environment by a certain age. Situational 
moral-ethical re%ectionensures self-control of behavior of the person in a concrete 
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urgent situation; this is the ability to understandwhat moral-ethical values adopted 
by an individual as own ones in$uence his/her choices, behavior and relations in the 
present. Perspective moral-ethical re%ection corresponds to the function of the 
analysis of the forthcoming activity; this is an ability of estimation and analysisof the 
possibility of the forthcoming activity which can be carried out on the basis of his/her 
own moral-ethical values.

The conception of the nature of the human being as a free, responsible, having a 
dual material and spiritual nature being, which does not deny his/her sociality, which 
was created within humanitarian schools, makes it possible to speak about the prob-
lematicsof moral-ethical self-determination and self-realization problems as about 
two interconnected and mutually initiating categories assuming personal develop-
ment.

The relevance of our researchlies in understanding moral-ethical re$ection as 
the integrated property of personality re$ecting a sense-value orientation which de-
termines harmonious personal development, and theobvious need to increase a per-
son’s active role in independent determination of a vector of personal development, 
and the necessity of moral-ethical de%niteness and autonomy for this purpose.

The purpose of our researchis to study features of a modern adult’s moral-ethi-
cal re$ection and its interrelation with the sense-value sphere of personality and self-
realization.

The research objectis the psychology of a modern adult.
The research subjectis studying moral-ethical re$ection as a factor de%ning per-

sonal development of the modern adult.
The research hypothesis: moral-ethical re$ection is an essential factor de%ning 

the speci%city of personal development of a modern adult.
The main hypothesis isconcretized in a number of speci#c hypothesis.
1.There is an interrelationship between the level of moral-ethical re$ection of per-

sonality and the level of the sense-value sphere development, the general personal 
consciousness(re$ection), responsibility, ability to self-realization, and also a person’s 
desirable value relations tolife, self, people(which it is possible to call the general level 
of moral-ethical good breeding).

2. There is a potential to develop a program for increase of the level of the general 
personal and moral-ethical consciousness which will make it possible to lower the lev-
el of personal disorientation and raise the level of satisfaction with life, will motivatea 
person towards searching individual ways of spiritual development, ability to moral-
ethical autonomy, opportunity to plan and carry out healthy personal development.

At the #rst stage of the experimental study we have worked out two question-
naires for studying the level of the moral-ethical re$ection of respondents. Having 
analysed the generalized indices oftwo questionnaires, we have created two experi-
mental groups with 60 persons in each: group 1, respondents with a low level of the 
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moral-ethical re$ection, group 2, respondents with a high level of the moral-ethical 
re$ection.

At the second stage of the experimental study we have created a test battery 
for research of the sense-value sphere of personality and features of self-realization 
of respondents of two experimental groups by the following parameters: urgency of 
the need for self-realization; the degree of realization of the need for self-develop-
ment; steadiness of desirable value relations to life, to people, to self; sense-of-life 
orientations: consciousness(existence of purposes of life), interest inthe process of life 
(richness of life), satisfaction with the past, orientation of the locus of responsibility; 
general level of re$exivity.

At the third stagewe have carried out correlation analysis by means of Mann-
WhitneyU-test for comparison of two experimental groups in a degree of discrim-
inability of the above described parameters.

At the fourth stagewe have carried out the statistical analysis of correlations be-
tween the results obtained by all techniques of our experimental study by means of 
Spearman rank correlation coe&cient.

The obtained results.
Unlike respondents of group 1 respondents with a high level of the moral-ethical 

re$ection (group 2) showed higher indices by the following parameters: on the whole, 
sense-value %lling of life (in particular, interest inthe process of life, internal locus of 
control – ability to take the responsibility for his/her own life, general level of moral-
ethical good breeding),self-re$ection, need for self-realization, realization of the need 
for self-development. We have established that the level of moral-ethical re$ection 
correlates with indices of the sense-value sphere of personality, general level of per-
sonal re$exivity, desire of self-realization and ability to self-development.

At the #fth stage we have developed a two-day program of a seminar-training 
directed on increase in the level of moral-ethical general personal consciousness.

The program of this seminar-training is based on the most e#ective psychologi-
cal models and techniques which are compatible with natural self-expression and a 
person’s innate state to be free of obstacles of the circumstances imposed by various 
forms and reactions towards life, which are formed under the in$uence of adverse 
external and internal circumstances.

Goals and objectives of the seminar-training: decreasing the level of personal dis-
orientation, increasing the level of satisfaction with life, motivating towards searching 
individual ways of personal and spiritual development, increasing the ability to moral-
ethical autonomy, creating the possibility of planning and implementation of healthy 
personal development.

This program includeslecture material, games, exercises, creative tasks directed 
on self-knowledge, answers to questions, group discussions. The techniques directed 
on increase in the level of the moral-ethical and personal consciousness, o#ered to 
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participants of the training, include an alloy of philosophy, psychology and spiritual 
doctrines.

In 2014 we have carried out a series of primary trainings where 115 people took 
part. They were inhabitants of Moscow aged 35–63 years. The majority of them took 
part in our experimental study earlier.

Further we o#er an abstract of the “Moral-Ethical Values Which Form My Life” 
seminar-training.

1. Modern categories of sense-value problems (reasons of moral-ethical degrada-
tion).

2. “Consciousness determines being”, the relation to reality which will make it pos-
sible to become a full, responsible participant of own life.

3. The conception of a three-levelhuman nature(Spirit, Soul and Body).
4. Attention, consciousness, responsibility, “How is it possible to become a right-

ful owner of own life”.
5. Features of reactive behavior.
6. Mechanism of conscious behavior.
7. “There is no happiness in in the world, but there is peace and will” (features of 

healthy emotional-volitional behavior).
8. External and internal locus of control.
9. Dynamic attention (trainingselective attention skills).
10. Two possible stands in life: “A Victim” and “An Owner of Life”:.
11. Creating the “Owner of Own Life” code.
12. The courage to create (Life as creativity. Creator – Creativity – Creation).
13. Three types of moral-ethical re$ection (retrospective  – the values adopted 

from the family and imparted by society; realities of the present – your true 
values with which you live now; future prospect – values on the basis of which 
you will construct yourreality).

14. Five main values of your life.
15. The “Map of YourLife” exercise (features of your interpersonal and professional 

communication).
16. Practical integration of the knowledge gained during the training in own life.
After 2 weeks of carrying out the training we have carried out 3-hour post-train-

ing events directed on studying a psychological state and possible changes in public 
and social activity of participants of training groups. These events included the ques-
tionnaire %lling of a meeting of a group format where each participant could to ask 
questions and express his/her towards the group in a free form. The purpose of the 
post-training meeting is a feedback on the process of the carried out training and 
abreaction of personal states.

The results of questioning and post-training conversation with participants were 
processed by means of the quantitative content analysis. The procedure of carrying 
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out the content analysis consisted in processing the text and speech by means of 
search of the units of analysis re$ecting con%rmation of the presence of an object 
sign being re$ected in respondents’ estimation of the quality of changes which they 
observe among themselves after participation in the training.

Categories of the analysis were distinguished by a deductive method from a sense 
%eld of desirable positive changes of participants which formed the bases of goals 
and objectives of the seminar training and by an inductive method from participants’ 
of training answers. Subcategories of the analysis have re$ected either presence or 
absence of a category in participants’ of training answers.

In result we have distinguished 9 categories ofcontent analysis: 1) a participant’s 
estimation of the seminar-training as an event promoting the general personal devel-
opment; 2) rise in the general level of consciousnessconsciousness about a phenom-
enon of moral-ethical development; 3) increase in a responsible position concerning 
the level of own moraldevelopment; 4) improvement of a psychoemotional state and 
the level of general satisfaction with life; 5) decrease in the level of personal disorienta-
tion, increase in the level of consciousnessconcerning own life (the sense of existence 
became more obvious and substantial); 6) increase in the motivation towards search 
of individual ways of personal and spiritual development; 7) increasing the ability to 
moral-ethical and personal autonomy; 8) real practical steps towards improvement 
of interpersonal relations; 9) planning of concrete steps on reformatting own profes-
sional activity for the purpose of gaining the greatest moral-ethical and emotional sat-
isfaction from it. For obviousness let us graphically present a share presence of each 
category of content analysis in answers of participants of the training (table 1).

Table 1
Presence of each category of content analysis in answers  

of participants of the training
Category Share presence

1 95 %
2 100 %
3 65 %
4 80 %
5 75 %
6 70 %
7 60 %
8 65 %
9 65 %

Thus, we can state that the program of our seminar-training has established a rep-
utation as meeting all requirements, goals and objectives, and we can recommend it 
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for use in the work of educational institutions, psychological and social services for cli-
ents facing such problems of personal development as problems of sense-value %lling 
of life, personal and professional uncertainty, personal and professional dissatisfac-
tion, lack of creative self-realization, problems of personal communication and others.

Unfortunately, modern psychological experience shows that an average person 
lives out of consciousness, out of his/her own true values, out of the responsibility for 
own life and self, out of a format of real time, either in constant thoughts of the past, or 
in dreams of the future, leaving behind a lot of very important for self “here and now”. 
The person must aspire to essential self-understanding and self-realization. But it is 
possible to do this only having realized own true moral-ethical sources, their realiza-
tion in the present self, and aspiration to become more intelligent, spiritual, ready for 
new frontiers of human being.

Further we plan to publish educational-methodological materials recommended 
to teachers, psychologists and social workers, fuller revealing the materials of this 
publication.
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Nichiporyuk E. A.
Trust in Self as a Condition of Professional Self-Realization 

of Kindergarten Teachers of Preschool Institutions

The article brings forward the results of the theoretical-empirical study devoted to the 
activity of kindergarten teachers in modern conditions. Trust in Self is considered as an es-
sential condition of professional self-realization of kindergarten teachers. Self-realization 
is studied as a multidimensional phenomenon. The author has used a complex of diag-
nostic techniques by means of which features of trust in Self, self-actualization, impor-
tance of motivation for self-realization in the profession, satisfaction with self-realization 
(professional and in life as a whole), and self-attitude have been revealed. 240 kindergar-
ten teachers of preschool institutions of Rostov region took part in the study. Recommen-
dations intended for increasing teachers’ level of trust in Self in the professional sphere are 
o"ered.

Keywords: kindergarten teacher, trust in Self, professional self-realization, self-actu-
alization, internal motivation, satisfaction with self-realization.

Changes in the system of Russian education exercise a signi%cant in$uence on the 
pedagogical activity and especially raise standards ofthe teachers’ personality. The 
younger the child is, the greater the in$uence of the pedagogical activity and the 
teacher’s personality is. First of all, pedagogical activity and the kindergarten teach-
er’s personalityin$uence a preschool child’s forming system of relations to self, other 
people, the world as a whole. The system of the teacher’s relations, on the basis of 
which there is his/her self-attitude, is the main means of this pedagogical problem 
solving. A low level of trust in self in the professional sphere, absence of the aspiration 
to self-realization, professional dissatisfaction may cause disarrangements in teachers’ 
professional activity. The question arises to which degree kindergarten teachershave 
an optimum level of trust in self in the professional sphere. How many of them are 
there? How muchare they satis%ed with professional self-realization? These matters 
still remain unstudied.

Self-realization of personality is a multidimensional phenomenon, which compli-
cates its studying and explains lack of unanimity in its understanding in various sci-
enti%c schools. There is no unanimity of views on professional self-realization among 
researchers. Various authors consider professional self-realization concept as:

– self-realization in the professional sphere [5];
– career development [2];
–  expressiveness of characteristics ofself-actualizing personality among profes-

sionals realizing themselves in activity [4].
Researches devoted to professional loyalty are researches where they reveal 

features of professional self-realization. S. S. Baranskayahas studied the problem 
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of organizational loyalty and distinguished professional loyalty as one of its types 
[1]. It is possible to speak about professional loyalty when “the reason of orga-
nizational loyalty consists not so much in attachment to a certain organization, 
as in the potential of professional self-realization within it, career development 
within his/her own specialization” [ibid]. Professional loyalty is based on the em-
ployee’s identification with his/her professional activity, aspiration to professional 
self-improvement.

A number of foreign authors consider phenomena similar to professional loy-
alty: adherence to the sphere of employment [15], professional adherence [14], 
career significance [12], and professionalism [13]. These authors note that in a situ-
ation of professional loyalty the place of work (organization) is of secondary im-
portance in relation to a character, specialization of work. It is possible to assume 
that when professional self-realization isimpossible in a concrete organization the 
employee will sooner demonstrate professional loyalty and will change a work 
place. At the same time in our opinion the concept of professional loyalty is not 
completely identicalto the concept of professional self-realization and there do 
not appear to be sufficient reasons to reduce one concept, though rather similar, 
to another.

In this research we took L. A. Korostyleva’spropositions [5] as a basis, and we pro-
ceed from the understanding of professional self-realization of personality as self-
realization in the professional sphere. We treat self-realization of personality as “self-
realization in life and daily activity, search andstatement of own special way in this 
world, own values and the sense of own existence in each point of time” [ibid, p. 52].

We study self-realization of personality in two most signi%cant aspects: as a goal 
(self-actualization) and as a state (satisfaction with self-realization). Studyingfeatures 
of professional self-realization is ensured in the form of estimation of the importance 
of internal motive of professional activity (motive of self-realization in a profession) 
and satisfactions with a profession.

The majority of researchers consider that self-actualization and self-realization as-
sumes recognition of the importance of Self-. E. V. Galazhinsky notes that it is possible 
to assume the existence of such personal parameters which provide functioning of an 
open system, causing emergence of situational determinants, causing emergence of 
the activity focused on self-realization of a certain level [3]. We assume that trust in self 
can be considered as such a personal parameter.

T. P. Skripkina has carried out the %rst basic research of trust in self [10, 16]. She 
treats trust in self “as a re$exive, subject phenomenon of personality making it pos-
sible to take up a certain value position in relation to self, the world, and to con-
struct own life strategy proceeding from this position” [11, p. 139]. The developed 
level of trust in self determines activity manifestations in any sphereof life activity. 
This proposition was a cornerstone of our research. The generated level of trust 
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de%nes the strategy of the person’s activity in a concrete sphere: creative or repro-
ductive. At an optimum level of trust in self the person will aspire to self-realization.

As far as we know, the interconnection of trust in self with various aspects of self-
realizationhas never been a subject of independent research. N. S. Kramarenko’s pub-
lication con%rms this [6]. N. S. Kramarenko considers that “now a question of a role of 
trust in the process of self-realization as self-implementation, self-development is left 
open” [ibid, p. 112].

On the basis of Rostov Institute of Professional Development and Professional 
Retraining of Educationalists we have carried out a theoretical-empirical research, 
where 240 kindergarten teachers of preschool institutions (PI) of Rostov region took 
part. We have used the following techniques: “Assessment of Trust in Self” (T. P. Skrip-
kina), “Motivation of Professional Activity” (K. Zam%r), “Satisfaction with the Chosen 
Profession” (A. A. Rean), “The Technique of Self-Attitude Studying” (S. R. Pantileyev), 

“The Sense-of-Life Orientations Test” (D. A. Leontyev), “SAMOAL Questionnaire” (N. F. 
Kalina). In fact, all the techniquesare questionnaires which can raise doubts regarding 
the credibility of the obtained data. For controlling thecredibility of results, we drew 
the main conclusions after exclusion of the teachers who have obtained 9–10 stens of 
the “closeness – openness”scale by the self-attitude technique since high rates of this 
scale speak about insu&cient re$ection of representations and experiences connect-
ed with the self-concept, and also about a tendency to give social-desirable answers 
(S. R. Pantileyev, 1993).

The results of the analysis have showed that about 30 % of teachers have obtained 
9–10 stens of the “closeness  – openness” scale of this technique.Because of such a 
great number of results not meeting the credibility, we have excluded them from fur-
ther consideration and found out distinctions between teachers with di#erent expres-
siveness of the tendency to give social-desirable answers. One of publications of the 
author gives a detailed account of results of this analysis[8].

For demonstrating the interconnection between the level of expressiveness of 
trust in self in the professional sphere and the level of satisfaction with self-realization 
in a profession the use of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) could be the most ad-
equate. However,the di#erence from the normal distribution of data by a scale “sat-
isfaction with a professional choice”enabled to use only a distribution-free method – 
Pirson criterion (c2) criterion [9].

We have compared theoretical and empirical distribution of variants of a combina-
tion of levels of trust in self in the professional sphere and satisfaction with a profes-
sional choice, having assumed that if there is an absence of interrelation between the 
level of trust in self in the professional sphere and the level of satisfaction with a profes-
sional choice the empirical distribution will not di#er from the theoretical one (even).

The obtained results (table 1) have demonstrated that distribution of variants of a 
combination of levels of trust in self in the professional sphere and satisfaction with a 
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professional choice statistically signi%cantly di#ers from even distribution (p < 0,001). 
It makes it possible to draw a conclusion of statistically signi%cant dependence be-
tween the level of satisfaction with a professional choice and the level of expressive-
ness of trust in self in the professional sphere [7].

Table 1
The combination of levels of trust in self in the professional sphere (TP)  

and satisfaction with a professional choice (SP)
Variant 

No.
Levels empirical N theoretical N remainder

TP SP
1 low low 14 17,6 -3,6
2 low average 6 17,6 -11,6
3 low high 1 17,6 -16,6
4 average low 18 17,6 ,4
5 average average 63 17,6 45,4
6 average high 25 17,6 7,4
7 high low 2 17,6 -15,6
8 high average 20 17,6 2,4
9 high high 9 17,6 -8,6

Total 158
Chi-square(a) 163,038

Test Statistics 8
Asymp.Sig. ,000

aFrequencies lower than 5 were expected in 0 cells (0 %). The minimum expected frequency is 17,6.

Thus, the hypothesis that trustin self is a necessary condition of self-realization in 
the professional sphere is considered proved.

The in$uence of the measure of trust in self on the level of satisfaction with self-re-
alization in the professional sphere depends on the signi%cance of internal motivation 
for the teacher. Internal motivation expresses the teacher’s desire for being a subject 
of the activity (to self-actualize in it, to take a delight in working). The measure of trust 
in self is also a re$ection of the degree of the development of subjectivity in one or 
another sphere or in life as a whole. At average and high levels of internal motivation 
satisfaction with self-realization in the professional sphere is impossible without an 
average or high level of trust in self.

We have added one more characteristic of self-realization studied by us, the level 
of internal motivation, to the already existing variants of the combination of levels of 
trust in self and satisfaction with a professional choice (table 2).
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Table 2
Variants of the combination of levels of trust  

in self in the professional sphere (TP), satisfaction with a professional choice (SP) 
and internal motivation (IM)

Variant No. Levels Frequency Percent
TP SP IM

1 low low low 6 3,8
2 low low average 8 5,1
3 low low high 0 0
4 low average low 2 1,3
5 low average average 3 1,9
6 low average high 1 ,6
7 low high low 0 0
8 low high average 1 0,6
9 low high high 0 0

10 average low low 4 2,5
11 average low average 12 7,6
12 average low high 2 1,3
13 average average low 6 3,8
14 average average average 43 27,2
15 average average high 14 8,9
16 average high low 2 1,3
17 average high average 15 9,5
18 average high high 8 5,1
19 high low low 0 0
20 high low average 2 1,3
21 high low high 0 0
22 high average low 1 0,6
23 high average average 13 8,2
24 high average high 6 3,8
25 high high low 0 0
26 high high average 4 2,5
27 high high high 5 3,2

Total 158 100,0

There is a lack of some theoretically possible variants in this sample.
1. Variant No. 21 and variant No. 7. Satisfaction with a professional choice can-

not appear in a situation of the combination of a high level of trust in self and a 
high signi%cance of self-realization in professional activity; satisfaction with a profes-
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sional choice cannot appear in a situation of a low trust in self and a low interest in 
self-realization in professional activity. In the %rst case a person thinks he/she is an 
author of his/her own life and takesresponsibility for a professional choice and fail-
ing satisfaction with it (choice) he/she changes a profession, position, work place. In 
the second case a person not considering it necessary to realize himself/herself in a 
profession can continue professional activity, even without satisfaction with it, tak-
ing an irresponsible stand.

2. Variant No. 19 and variant No. 3. The lack of these variants con%rms the assump-
tion of conditionality of self-realization in the professional sphere by trust in self. At a 
high level of trust in self it is impossible not to aspire to self-realization without sat-
isfaction with a profession;at a low level of trust in self in the professional sphere it is 
impossible to work for the sake of self-realization and be satis%ed with work.

3. Variant No. 25 and variant No. 9. These variants may repeat the stated above as-
sumptions in a rather di#erent form (point 1).

The lack of the enumerate variants once again proves the interconnection be-
tween the level of expressiveness of trust in self and the level of professional self-
realization of kindergarten teachers of PI.

The research results made it possible to formulate the recommendations for in-
creasing teachers’ trust in self in the professional sphere.

The main means stimulating the development of trust in self in the professional 
sphere are the following:

1) trust advancing (teachers should participate in research work, be motivated to-
wards implementation of independent workbooks);

2) creation of a success situation of with a subsequent %xation of professional 
achievements (initiation of preparation of publications, participation in competitions 
of professional skill, acquisition of a higher quali%cation category).

Use of these means in the work of teachers of the system of professional educa-
tion and in work of heads of educational organizations will promote increasing the 
measure of trust in self among teachers and therefore, to provide formation and re-
alization of their subjectivity in professional activity. These propositions demonstrate 
the necessity of including the modules devoted to problems of trust self-realization 
in programs of vocational training of teachers of the system of professional education 
(basic and additional) and heads of educational institutions.
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